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Alamogordo, Otero County, New Mexico, Saturday Morning,
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the Corner.

J. P. SNNSN
OFFER THIS WEEK MEN'S STRfiVJ HATS

TO

(On

&

ALAMOGORDO,

ARCHITECT

85c values at
$1.25 values at
$1.50 values at

Ladies'

$1.(15 values
$1.75 values
$3.00 values

95c

$1.15

Press Notice.

$1.25
at
at, .... $1.35
at
$2.35

Extra Heavy Elho Length Silk Gloves in Black
and White, all sizes, at $2.25 per pair.

Ludics' White Embroidered Belts with pearl
buckles at from 15c to 35c each.

and Side Combs in plain and novelty stvles
splendid values at from 15c to $3.00.
Ladies' Parasols with steel rods and neat handles at 75c
Ladies' Back

Ladies'

Parasols of Storm Serge and Tajxd Edges, the
kind that won't fade or split, at $1.25.

i

Ladies' Gloria Parasols at $2.50 each.
10 Oz. Duck Wall
.

Tents, size 10x14, at $14.00 each.

of Towers' Fith Brand Slickers, also big
of Rubber Shoes for men, women and children.

Full Stock
Hue

II

H. PIERCE GO.
It pays to buy at the Kig 8ton

ai

i

went running off up the mounside.
tain
TROUT, LION,
Little Willie Prude has caught
the banner lish of the season, it
BEAR AND FISH was about IS inches long. Mr.
Carroll said it was without a
doubt the largest trout ever
caught out of the stream.
Wild Turkey, Camp Stories and
Bathing in the Ruidoso is
Jolly Crowd in the Mountains.
simply superb and to those who
have deferred their annual bath
up to now I would advise their
coining to the Ruidoso to take it.
Taking Their Annual Bath.
RUDE.

Postal Violation.

Ruidoso 'amp,
Lincoln Co., N. Mex.

July

1(5,

I.ast November a man now liv-

l!i7. ing at Alamogordo mailed at a

people up here in the
mountains among the stately old
pines in the cool breezes feel a
little sorry for you poor mortals
down in the valley who are sufWe

While the regulations and instructions for the use of the
National Forests are fully explained in the Use Book, (a
appeared July 1, 1907,
which may be had for the asking) it seems advisable to explain briefly the practical working of some of the more import
ant rules and regulations:
new-editio-

and metal

Boundaries
Boundary
maps
of the Forest will shortly be
mailed to all Forest residents
and additional copies can be se
emed from the Alamogordo office.
The lines will be surveyed and
plainly posted as soon as possible.
Claims Squatters who settled
on National Forest land before
its withdrawal, and are awaiting
survey to make entry, have the
same right await survey or apply
under the Act of June 1J, 1907.
This Act gives the right to en-- !
ter agricultural land in a Forest
as soon as it has been declared
open for entry by the Secretary
of the Interior. A sample ap-- j
plication under this Act, is as
follows: "I apply for the examination and listing under the Act
of June 11, 1906, of the swVi Sec-- ;
14 T. IKS. R. IS E. Sacramento!
National Forests." This application should be signed by the
applicant and mailed the Forester, Washington, D. C. ; if the
land is unsurveyed, t should be
located by references to local
By applying to the
local forest officers a special per-- 1
mit will be granted without,
!
r"
.1
cnarge
to occupy anaj use me
land for agricultural purposes
before it can be listed. This
prevents delay a'nd will aid bona
fide settlers.
Special I'se By applying to
the local ollicers, arrangements
can be made to secure permits
for residences, farms, pastures,
corrals, tanks, and etc. Usually
about 5c per acre per year will
be charged for pasture, fifty
cents for agricultural land, while
tanks and corrals are usually
granted free of charge.
Free Use :Bona fide settlers,
farmers, and etc. who may not
reasonable be required to purchase, may under certain conditions be granted free cordwood,
etc. They
posts, house-logshould apply to the nearest Forest
A very liberal policy
officer.
will be pursued in granting free
timber. Even people living long
distances from the Forest may
be entitled to this Free I'se and
should explain their needs to
the officer. Usually applicant is
entitled to $20 worth of material
a year. Campers and transients
may secure fire wood without a
permit for their actual needs.
Sale of Timber Approximately the following prices will be
charged : dead cordwood 25c per
cord; green cordwood 50c per
cord ; small fence posts 5c each ;
large posts 10c each ; house logs
$2.00 per thousand board feet.
The price on sale of timber to
commercial companies will be
regulated by market prices and
local demand. Usually a purchaser
has to drive some 40 to 50 miles
to get to the Forest, so he should
always bring with him a P. O.
money
order payable Fiscal
Agent, Forest Service, Washington, D. C. for the purchase of
whatever wood he wished. Usually it is best to purchase at least
20 cords of wood since repeated
small sales arc not always practical or convenient to make.
The ranger can draw up all the
papers and cutting can commence
land-mark-

s.

a.

Kansas town, a package of coupons for the American Tobacco
Company, and enclosed some
writing with relation to the emi-poor the premium expected,
fering from the excessive heat.
l'ostage was paid at the rate for
Why don't you come up higher
fourth class matter instead of at
and help us enjoy some of the
the letter rate. Examination of
natural pleasures of this lovely the package at St. Louis was
we
couutry? Take the trout,
made as required by law. The
have grown tired of them, had
result? was a report to a postal inmany and so often, only catch spector. This week Postmaster
them now when we feel tish
Hawkins received an inquiry
hungry.
And then only just from the department as to the
what we want for the table.
mental responsibility of the
There are a number of campers
Kansas man. The communicaii
the Huidoao, Mr. Jas. A. tion states that for each offense
Carroll and family from the Inof this character a fine of $10
dian Agency, also Mr. C K.
will be imposed. Within due
Jeffries and family and J. W. time,
the inspector for the
Prude and family, all from the
district will come along
Indian Agency.
collect
the sum. The postand
Mr. John . Ilinkleanda crowd
master here has warned several
of friends from Ilagerman, everyrepeatedly
people who have
body hale and hearty and in fine
either intentionally or carelessly,
spirits.
made efforts to pass packages
Mr. John Smith, an adventurwith writing concealed, and if
er, had the good luck t kill an
any such person is called down
immense mountain Lion, a female, by the department such previous
i'aptured her two kittens, and
efforts will be investigated by
has also caught two cub bears.
inspectors and the penalty inohn says lie is going to start a
creased. He recently received
wild west show. John would be
special orders to "make up a
Just the man for a thing like 'case"
against the first person
that, he could give Buffalo Bill
found violating the law. The
rds and spades and then make
department is losing patience
Mm look like 80c Mex.
'with persons who commit tins
We have a daily mail service
petty offense to save two cents
from Meacalero, Supt. Carroll
which would carry a letter conlaying established a private line taining written matter wrongly
to his camp.
nlaced in a package. Several
Wild game is plentiful. There
persons in El Paso have recently-paia hunch of 12 wild turkeys
fines. The plea of "lirst
catne marching into our camp
offense" or "did not know there
yesterday morning. The chil- was writing in the package"
dren became a little excited
availed nothing as the law is arhout the matter, and began to
bitrary and no excuse is providPproach the turkeys with kind
ed for, not even a court trial is
ordg of welcome and of course
delay.
necessary. The presence of writ- without
tne turkeys in
their wild state ing in a package on which less Grazing The Secretary of Ag- mistaking the motive of the chil- than first class postage was paid riculture has granted the free
dren, changed their course and is sufficient proof of a violation. use of the Sacramento range, by
s,

New-Mexic-

j

27, 1907.

Twelvth Year

Curry Rode Like Other Humans.

It seemed to be somewhat

a

surprise to many who went to
tlte train to see Capt. Curry the
other night that George wasn't
riding in a special car. In fact
it was a wonder to some to see
such an unexplainable perform-

ance. One wise hombre underNEW MEXICO
took to explain, and he being a
Democrat, said : "George is a
Democrat, you know, and he has
all stock which has regularly sense enough to not put himself
used the Forest, fof the season under obligations to no corporaof HK17 and no formal permits tion."
will be issued. Persons, howWouldn't that kill you?
Say, Mister Democrat, why
ever, who have not used this
range regularly will not be al- didn't George stop in Albuquerlowed to drive in stock this year que and wine and dine with the
for the purpose of establishing a Journal so as to get "some religrazing equity unless they are able Democratic information?"
bona fide settlers living within
or near the Forest, who have
Depot Mail Box Smashed.
only a small amount of stock.
Quite a sensation was raised
All outside stockmen who wish
to cross the Forest should first Tuesday morning when it was
obtain permission
from the learned that the mail box at
supervisor at Alamogordo by depot had been smashed. Flywire or letter. A formal cross- ing rumors soon gained speed
and people were guessing at the
ing permit will be issued.
A formal call for applications amount of mail matter stolen
for grazing during the ason of and the round numbers of dollars
1908 w ill be advertised in the lo- extracted therefrom, not thinkcal papers before the season ing for a minute that money
opens.
Application blanks can is never put in a depot mail box.
always be secured from
the Men and boys got busy and soon
the truth was learned, then it
Supervisor at Alamogordo.
General The local officers will was easy to see how the depot
use every endeavor to treat the trunk trucks were backed up!

AT THE FOLLOWING PRICES:
6(c

July

settlers with fairness and they against the contact consequent
realize that it takes some time thereto great enough to loosen
to become acquainted with de- and dislodge and smash the U.i
tailed rules and will therefore S. mail receptacle.
always lie glad to explain any
All Stores Must Close on Sunpoints that are not clear.
No

'

THAT'S WHAT
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Thompson,

'
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Delay
WE QUOTE A FEW ARTICLES ONLY, ON WHICh
WE ARE MAKING

Very Special Low

choice for $1.00.

Men's and Boys' White Canvas Oxfords, 50 cts
pair. Child s Barefoot Sandals, 40 cts pair. A
lot of Men's Brown Derby Hats, Roelofs and
Youmans Maizes, worth $2.50 to $4.00, your
choice for only $1.00.
Just received, the nicest line Fancy Wide Silk
Ribbons, at the lowest prices, ever shown in
Alarnogordo.
ALL STRAW HfTTS REDUCED

IN

PRICE.

"The Old Reliable Place

4

G. J. WOLFIINGER
JUST RECEIVED
A LARGE SHIPMENT

MM

M....1.IV
.IfUi

r

OF PLOWS,

XJ,

Here.

Capt. Geo. Curry came in on
Tuesday's No. 2 passenger, and
though late at night, quite a
crowd met him, and the band
greeted him with music. Mr.
Curry was en route tb Roswell,
going overland from Torrence.
He may not get to Santa Fe before Sept.. I.
Beautiful

Prices,

To give you ar) idea of what we are doing,
Ladies' White Lawn Shirt Waists, lace and embroidered front, $1.50. $1.75, and $2.00, your

states that all business places
must be losed on Sundays, No
articles can be sold on Sundays,
that is only drugs or medicines
may be sold. To sell anything
else exceptlrugs is violating the
Sunday law,, hence all places will
be closed hereafter.

A

OFFER OUR

SHORT WHILE.

A

Take Note of These Prices and don't

district attorney,

Gapt. Curry

WE ARE GOING TO

CUSTOMERS FOR

days.

Strike at Log Gamp.

A rumor got out this week
that a strike at the Alamogordo
Lumber Camp had tied up all
work. This paper made investigation and learned that the
rumor started by some"knocker"
who has it in for the company
and one or two men working for
the company, and once it gained
footing among the "kalamity"
kind it was gobbled up by some
tid-b- it
politicians who said a
strike was on among the "loggers" and construction men on
account of A. B. Phillips going
back to work for the company.
From-th- e
Alamogordo Lumber
Company office we learned that
only a few Mexicans had quit
work, and most of them had
gone back, that they quit for
some little disturbance on account of not liking their work.
The meanest set of people we
have here are the few knockers
we have who live like leaches,
and the smallest set of people
we have are the political knock-

Run for your Money!"

MA

HARROWS,
AND
GARDEN TOOLS.

Also a Full Line of tfye Celebrated
S
PAINTS.
SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

Remernber rne when in need of Hardware of any
Kind or Paints and Varnishes.

G. C. SCIPIO.

Heart Pearl.

Everybody Likes

Miss Ankie Oliver is in receipt of a beautiful mother pearl
from the Great Mamoth Cave,
ers.
Kentucky, a present from C. M.
Foster
the noted Kentucky
For "Post Office" Sip.
newspaper correspondent. The
pearl is very pretty and made
and we have them in all the latest shapes and styles
The post office building inspecinto a heart shape, and is very
tor was around this week and
in any grade and at popular prices. See them. Big
valuable.
after looking all over town for
stock just in.
the post office failed to find it
Scarlet Fever at La Luz.
on account of there being no
sign up and asking a gentleman
A case of scarlet fever has
to inform him where the post broken out at .a Luz and we
office was he was told that he
in great assortment, fresh stock just received.
understand that the disease
was standing in front of it. He came from El Paso. The case is
went inside and immediately in- in the family of Mrs. Warren,
quired of Postmaster Hawkins and is a mild case. The authorw hy there was no sign up so peo
ities have the case well quaran- from the greatest Embroidery Markets of the world
ple could find the post office? tined.
and we have them in every conceivable pattern.
So, you can bet there will be
one up right away, and people
Lee Jones Building.
coming here will not have to run
The
Lee Jones brick w ill soon
over town looking for the post
going
be
up. The very much is to save money for our customers on every
office. We understand that the
moved
about
wooden building is
front of the building will also
purchase, and we do trjis, by our own system of
being
off the lot preremoved
new
receive a
coat of paint. It
right profit for ourselves and
This price making
is good that Uncle Sain sends a paratory for the work.
building
is
be
to
on
lot
between
right saving for our customers. We are masters
man around occasionally to show
us where we are at. The idea of First National and Citizens Na- of the
price making, and are recognized
living in an
town with tional banks.
leaders in this art, which rneans so rnuch to our
3000 or 4000 inhabitants and no
Engineer
Anderson
Injured.
post office sign
customers. Ask tbose who trade here.

RIVAL HATS
RIBBONS

I

EMBROIDERIES
OUR AIM

artpf

!

Get a freo sample of lr. Sbonp'a
"Health Coffee." at our stnjre.
if
real coffee disturbs your Stomach,
your Heart, or Kldneya, then try tLls
Clever Coffee Imitation.
Dr. slump
has closely matched Old Java and Mocha
Coffee In flavor and taste, yet it has not
a single grain or real Coffee in It, Dr.
Snoop's Health Coffee Imitation it made
from puro toasted grains or cereals, with
Halt, Nuts, etc. Made in a Minute
No tldlous wait. You will suroly like
It. Sold by W E Ckrmack.

Engineer C. F. Anderson was
injured in the freight v
up
the road this week and has been
in hospital here. His.collar lxne
was broken, and some other
bruises, but is doing nicely.

..k

Herbert Crippen is having a new
coat of paint put on his residence.
C H Haynes, who has been laid
up with an accidental shot knee,
was out on crutches yesterday.

The Best Line of High-graStaple
and Fancy Family Groceries In Town.
de

44

Trade Where Everybody Trades. "

E. H. COX
and company.

ALAN060RDO

Alano Furniture Company

AND

OTERO COUNTY.

West Side New YorK Aver)ue.

FURNITURE

H. J. McCleinents & H. J.

Lady

it.

mmwi

Fnu-r- .
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sCOSMl

Mie.

N iW
for transmission ttarotnrb itae mails a
CUM mail mailer.

One Year SI. 50; Six

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE

months

SI.OO;

arir.il

,

I

under him, and

- Mr

Ta-

orru--

IV

well,

good

miles from lower,
house and nam.

T.ast sought'

many Who In flu

avocations nrv in.' follllll engaged ill
fanning. 1 awllet ra the faroi is the
t
place for one youth; that there Is
a gustar amount of happiness to lie
derived from our country homes than

riG. I.

for

sale

I AO

iHNiit.

All accounts due this companj
up to August l , IWI7, are to b
collected by myself andall debt
against this company and madi
by me up to ami including t hi
me.
ta nfa tu lo. tciiil
In leaving the Alauiogordo
water right.
,
.
Mavva I I, ve mi c v nl.i n t ions tn ..
frame house with
tfi. in t lie arms oí lites liappi-- 1 For salí t
make other than that of other
acre of
hath, nice lawn,
A new home
eternity
ness
into
ground.
business interests needing my
.. l
.;'.,! H.......1
adobe house close
- it..;, 1....1- v... i. 4In. roomed
-aiietitii.ii. mepapei nas ueen
city water, electric lights
ol
their
nice lawn.
a profitable business since I took residencí the pride
,e.nw?l k''
the management some years ago young hearts darkened and sad- - Vo' al u JlBnow hm9
occupied
doing
cated
and I trust thai it will continue Jeiied forever!
good business.
,
to be a prolitable business under
Mr. ami Mrs. libblts began nl 8top ..01ir ., freBi To show you
'
the management ot Mr. Annan.
nrst before you spend a penny what
ntroduc life 8 louruey here and the L, pink fain Tablets can do, l win
Annan needs
tion from me. He is acquainted dreams ot their fond hearts were l1ym free.TrW PMlt,geot them
with everybody and everybody ecu in the future of Alamogor-- 1 Dr. Bhoop't Headache Tablets.
with him.
lie is Mo. Mr. Tibbits worked his way I rlg1. Headache, Toothache, Period
to blood contwo up in the business world here. pains, etc are fue alone
ambitious,
and
.
P8res8"e
,tlun, Dr. 8uoop-- Headache Tab- verj iiecessarj qualitications toi
tt,ag one Bj U8,me 0f those lets, simply kill pala by coaxing away
a newspaper man.
That is
the unatural blond pressure.
!
hearted voting men who all. Address Dr. snoop
.May the Mews ever ibe aiming. nobe
Racine, Wis
the lead i ii" i ni mats of the South- vv:ls ftn bohor to the community, Mold by F. C. Bolland.
...
"
to his fellowman and a useful
west is the wish of

one-hal- f

single rows.

The boards, which are from sixteen
to eighteen inches wide, are kept well
apart by driving stakes on either side,
also by placing notched boards over
the top, as shown in Pig. 1, until the
plants have grown a few inches above
them, when the boards are crowded
together, thus making a dark place
for the celery to blanch in.
The principle of blanching is growing in the dark. The boards must be
kept well apart, for If the wet leaves
of celery arc not sufficiently exposed
to,
ti.i.1,1 tio.v will rot
,i,.,
and the plant will cease to 'grow. It
will continue to grow while leaves are
fter liii.nnl- exposed to sun and nir.
lug up, celery begins to blauch, and
when boards are crowded close together at the ton (Fig. 2) the blanching is
roiooleleil in a few davs. I Ylcrv will
nor keep long after it is blanched;
therefore board up a lit;!" ut a time.
Some of the Golden Self Blanching
can lie put in the cellar without blanch- lug for fall use.
After the celery is boarded up place
a mulch of manure in the eighteen inch
space aud keep irrigated. If possible,
until the celery is ready to use. Mulching not only retains moisture, but
keeps the ground from baking, and the
water running through the manure dis
solves portions of it, Which In the wa- ter are carried to the roots of the
plants in n form" that is available
Celery sometimes becomes
for food.
stringy or has hollow stalks because
of growing too slowly or lack of pot- ash or phosphoric acid.
Winter celery Is not boarded up,
Cultivate until plants are six or eight
Inches high, then mulch between rows.
and plants will not need any more care
except to be Irrigated during dry
weather. In time to escape hard frost
or freezing, the plants should be taken
up with a spade fork, leaving as much
dirt as possible on the roots, and packed
in the cellar on the cellar bottom.
Place the first row next to the wall.

'

!
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Tin: DIBBLE,

,

i. a wonderiul time saver.
You cf.n
ni:ik. holes and set plants with it much
faater than with s trowel, but It
"packs" too molat soils.

lit

nboot an inch and a quarter dlaniCter
and drive :t nail into it. which will
mark the depth to which it Is to bo
plunged.
In the spring you can Bel
out young lettuce or other plants much
faster with ;i dibble than with a trowel.
The only objection to it Is that It sometimes compresses the soil too much

--

w "sm'i'íhki'!i

,',!,z'"'

Just Because
-

We mourn his loss.
(
iiuldwe rest his head upon

itstorms-

t.od's men j toiiih the
widow's heart, and may the soul
M;,.

Pftr--

gVggR

ARTHUR NOLLE TIBBTTS.
.
,
. ,,
i
of our beloved dead sleep éter- ucuu.
.ii iiiiii v.Millie iniuin
fche watchful love of
This Bad new, was u hock to " uder
Jehovah's hosts, while with us
the entre town on Ihursday at
of Arthur Noble
inemoi-iioon. when it becaine known
Tibbits will be cherished till we!
'hdl death had agaill VlSlteU
ourselves are dead.
Alauiogordo auu claimed one oil
A suitable obituary and the
,.
our most valued citizens.
oi respect will appear
resolutions
(stM lay Mr. Tibbits-ve.i- t
nexl 88Ue
,

'

by wearing

lit
111

o

report

he had

low

ei

jr

hi
B.td Burn Quickly Healed,

append icit

suiiereu

is

wit

h

for

four year.--- This time ii was serious, following an attack of indiregestion.
An examination
a
in
to
conclusion
operate
sulted
for appendicitis, and Monday
afternoon Dr. Geo. 0. Bryun performed the operation which was
witnessed by Drs. Van Arsdel,
Gilbert and Kirkpatrick. The
al- operation
was 'successful,
w
t
thougll he appendix' as found
to be in a gangrenous condition,
The patient recovered from the
operation in line shape and was
doing nicely t ill pa ra !y si f the
bowels set in, resulting in death
Thursday about noon,
Dr. Bryan had often ad, sed
an operation for the appendix
before a serious attack canio on,
as then tdianc.es for recovery
would be more favorable. Mr.
Tibbits put it oil' too long, breading the surgeon' table caused
delay till too late.
Mr. Tibbits was exceedingly
popular with all (Masses, and our
town is in mourning, The men
who workdd under him, (he being the general .superintendent
of t he Alamogordo Lumber Company,) loved him. He was in
sympathetic touch with every

am so delighted with what Chai c.
ber ains Salve has done for me that j
feel
liuiiiiil to wt he and tell rou so,"
iiis Mr. Robert Mytton, (87 John St.,
Hamilton, Ontario. "My little daughter
bad a had burn on her knee. I applied
Chamberlain's Salve anJ it, healed
This salve allays the pain of
A burn almost Instantly.
It Is for sale
by all ilrnggNt.s.
How Does This

Strike You?

An acre and a haft, in Alamogordo,
with permanent water right; good four
rnntii house with modern conveniences,
Including hath and hot and cold wider.
100 fruit trees. BO shade trees and lawn.
Will make an ellegant home and with
proper attention produce a good living
tor a small Family, in gardening and
fruit, raising.
For particulars, call on
or address. VV. K. Stale up, Alamogordo,
I! ix 135,
N. M.
1 '.'7 tf.

Your Liver
out o( order. You go to bed in a bad
i ll mor
anil ge! up with a bad taste iu
your uiouth. You want something to

pnce
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Aasas.
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THE

ALASKA

HORTICULTURIST.

;l by

ChainhMirdn's Solve, Oeenpptlca-urvtUh Itching aad btiromg scrwalloa.

..

Kansas state Horticultural society the
president of the society said:
Horticulture is a broad term. Ev- en tiling that makes our country beautlful and sweet to live In is embraced
by h. Not nloue the skilled opera- Hons of the gardener and fruit grower,
but the landscape builder and forest
planter, are allied with it.
The horticulturist should be no educator of the public tastes as regards
trees, flowers, fruit, gardens and lawns.
In bis enthusiasm nloug these Jlnos he.
Should be infective, thereby stlmulnt- lng tree planting by the roadside, the
making of parks, ndornlng cemeteries
and beautifying school grounds.
Culture and Science.
Sin h horticulturists are always valued and honored In every community
In which fhey live. One of the greatest needs In every community is this
type of Individuality,
The horticulturist to succeed should
be broad Intellectually,
Be should be
a mail of culture and of science.
His
knowledge should be worldwide regard
lug its Industry, its markets, its history and its commercial needs,
lie
should be n representa live citizen in
-

'

forming community greater
ments are offtrsi jo, .pur ;

under-

IKTEBIOR

or

GBEDtHOrsE.

extending the length of the house. At
the north end of the walk a door
nnd a window open Into the furnace
room. This window furnishes all the
air for the furnace room during cold
weather. This furnace room is 7 by
IS feet and has an outside door. The
pipes extend through the house front
the furnace under the center oencb
and back again to the lioller. The een- tor bench Is six feet wide and two side
benches each three nnd a half feet
wide.
Some

altitude of Alamogordo I lorn tw iiun- dred feet, that of Cloudcroft eight'
hundred and Hlty feet
Alassov rda
has the most beautiful park In Ills
Southwest, and its streets are ., 'lines
of trees. Us hotel accomodations
now
good, will he Increased at an carh dato
by the opening of a uiagulliccut
hotel
'costing over S150,UU0.
Fort M 'ion,
the l ulled States Marino Roaplt
for
tuberculosis. Is In this section ol NeW
miles distant.
Mexico, forty-onum
peí, ni authorities have pronounced
Alauiogordo and vicinity with its 1M m
altitudes, the ideal location f
ita
treatment of cousuoiption.
Population of Otero con ti t
sunt);
Area ol the county.
sajaare titles,
containing f.SS4,000, of this tie
ate
nearly 4,ont),0(K) acres subject la ntry.
Our soli grows every thinj; hi pr.
siuu.
Our mellous, especially cmtaiu
tar
excel any grown iu Colorado
else- where for beauty, llavur, ami ripeu
sooner than at Hock y Ford. This
n
become a great branch of farming; o ,r
fruit Is the finest of llavor ami on a:,
count of the lime and Iron in u
apples and peaches bear in abuu laBCa,
and i.eJii.Ou an acre Is not au un ual
j
profit it is the home of the grai
a tul
the climate being so mild fruit irai la
crease hi growth hi winter ueai
much as In summer, so that a twu
old tree will bear In two
.lull!

Sin feet of lumber was re- tnilred for tne nencnes. whlch cost
1
I"T hundred feet, rough oak be- Another evidence ul the urlldni 91 Of
n'g oseo ioi niusi
lu num. im-toral mil or materials tur construction our winters Is the fact that ea
of this house was $250. L. J. Keu- - cauliflower, celery, turnips,
uipi
tricky in American Agriculturist.
carrots, eic, are allowed to remain in
the fields, aud gathered as the market
To Pack Plants For Shipping.
demands. Tills is the home oí the
of
large
greenhouse
A
tender
shipper
and crops ol SS,0W to 40,uoU pounds are
plants givi directions In Rural New grown to
iheacie. Onions uevei sail
Yorker which would apply equally well
to packing vegetables and fruit plants. for less than cents per pound wli
uSd,
sale, and retail at cents per
r says:
This ::
They are grown to
I believe the host packing for nearly
nil weather conditions to be as fellows:
ol
weighing 3 pounds, and
Wrap plants In separate packages of very mild sweet llavor.
from five to twenty-fivplants, accordWe have sufficient snows
to
ing to size or to make n package that
insure health benefits for both uta and
shall le not more titan two Inches
through. A little soil should be left on beast, as well as for agricultura
the roots, but even if the plant Is from fruit growing benefits. Our sun ineri
n two inch pot It Is not necessary or jare mild, and our warmest wealbat
desirable that it should all lie left on. would be appreciated as a refreshing
or more should lie shaken off. breeze from the hills of Ureenlaud, wen
The bunch of roots nnd soli should such possible for the sunstroke di trlcts
uow be well covered with moist sphag- of our
eastern cities.
liáery summer
num moss, which must be wrapped in
night iu tins valle) Is refreshing n acoiled or waxed paper covering the entire plant. Packages so wrapped count ol a mountain breeze licit faui
.el Ids
should be packed tightly in layers, a our brows and kisses down our
We
row of roots nt each end of a box. with as a nature tonic while we sice;,
tops-thave no sunstrokes, no cyclones
the center and overlapping.
to
Layer after layer may be packed in tornadoes, We have no bllzzai
one box, provided they nre so tight kill our cattle auu make life mis r.ibli
that they cannot move, nud any apace ah winter.
The thousands and thousa ....
In the center or top must be packed
uf land in this valley beio.ig
lilt!
full and tight with excelsior to avoid United
which can be secured Uv
any possible movement of the plants. homesteadStales
and desert laud tilings. The
Many packers use sticks nailed crossl ulled States fixes the price ut laud
wise of the box to bold plants Iu tilings, and the hoineseeker has no land
place, hut they often cause serious sharai tu contend with,
Ka. .i
Bliog Of lfllt acres cost 1111.00 aud
damage to plants so packed. The wax
Dd commissioner
paper is of great importance not only a United sutes
to keep the moss and soil moist, but to locaied a. Alauiogordo,
prevent moisture reaching the tops
Synooeis of Laws Governing Public
to cause heat and decay. Tops must
be dry when packed, and the wax
Lands.
paper will keep them so, even though
the moss nud roots be quite wet. Any
There are two kinds of filing- - on pub-- j
other paper coming in contact with he lands open to llie Intending s ittler
utry.
the wet moss would act as a sponge the homestead and ihe desert
FIO. II. -- BOAKDS DBAWN UT' AT THE TOP.
.litd
timber entry law has been
and would wet the entire package. The
by Congress.
Every citizen of Hi.- Unit-- j
pressing the soil firmly over the roots, Most plants so
packed
will
be
suffed States over SI years of age, a iiliuut
nnd water, being careful uot to wet the iciently
separated by the paper to pre regard to sex, Is entitled tin ier the law
plants; then another row of plants, vent heating,
but
if
tops
the
very
to ügtl acres af laud, This be ni 13 lile
are
etc., having plenty of soil to cover nice- heavy a
thin layer of excelsior be-- I 011 as 180 acres homestead a"ud lnu des- ly the roots of the last row; place a
tween each layer of plants will be of ert, or the whole I'JO acres is
it,
board before it and between every great service.
Have your box nicely but he cannot take up the who
third or fourth row. Cover to darken nailed up.
acres as a homestead.
Any married
aud blanch as wanted, or place soli
woman living with her husband or alier-- I
In the bottom of the boxes aud pack
may take up 30 acres as
wise
'ft
Best Hedge Plant
of
iu her own name, independent
plants In them instead of on the cellar
Probably the best hedge plant to comvr 'husband
Any married
bottom, concludes a Xew York woman
...miau
uine
urnumem
with
Is
protection
Pyrus separated from her husband an not
In the Ohio Farmer.
Keep the roots japónica. The plants
should be plant- divorced, but dependent for a
ing
moist, being careful noc to wet the ed
two feet apart. Land that
m
a
her owe exertions, can Ule
plants, ns it would cause them to rot,
good condition for a crop of corn will homestead, but not otherwise. L' timar- gne a good growth of these plants. ried females of legal age. have, of colirSS
Thrlps In AlfaHa Fields.
The ground on each side should be kept the same rights us males.
Under the
Denver Field and Farm remarks that mellow by the
homestead law, after tho tiling has le en
use
occasional
a culof
for several years now some of the alfalved
tivator and the plants cut to a regular made, a period of six months is
iu which to build a house, move tin ..n
fa fields In the Arkansas valley have font) once a year.
With
this
treatment
cona
and establish a residence. Aire
been Infested with a thrlp or midge It should
make a good hedge In four to tinuous residence
of fourteen months,
which seems to lie native to that sec- five years, or,
If two strands of wire H the entry mau chouses, he oia)
tion. Some of the fields are also visited are
stretched above It, It would afford
his entry lo a cash entry bi payby myriads of small butterflies, which
considerable protection In twovenrs
ing 11.39 an acre and make his final
fact has liil certain people to imagine
proof. Otherwise he can llvo on his
that these Insects nre the cause of the
ars,
land aud cultivate it Ioi the
Purple Raspberries.
mites. These butterflies have no relaPurple raspberries are intermediate make the final proof and get Ins patent
tion whatever to the little thrlps or
in character between red raspberries by paying the usual fots to the district
mites In the alfalfa. This thrlp Is one
land office. Proof is made by affidavit
and black
that often does serious Injury to onion posed to rasplierrles. They are sup. with two witnesses. A desert entry relie
hybrids
between these two quires tho payment of 25 cents an acre
roí by causing them to turn white and species.
They show all gradations iu wheu the flllug Is made. This entry
wilt and for severnl years has tlono habit
lll
between
the
two parent tvi.es. van only be made ou land which
serious harm to the crop of alfalfa some being
propagated by suckers! oth not grow a crop without artificia! irrigaseed.
crs by tips tinil still others bv either tion. Continuous residence upon the
tips or suckers. The color of the fruit laud Is uot required, hut the law does
Rapid Growtn.
require an
of j per acre
The most remarkable instance of is usually a light or dark purple, of tor each and expenditure
acre tiled upon each
rapid growth was recorded by the the varieties described only two, Co- year for threeevery
years. This expenditure
French academy iu 179. It was a lumbian and Shaffer, nt the present can be covered by Improvements oí any
time appear to have any commercial aud all kinds
Ihij- - six years of age five feet six inches
made upon this land,
Journal.
la height. At the age of live his votes value.-Fn- rm
whether in ditching, planting trees,
building or some other way. Ai the exChanged; at six his lieard had grown
piration of each year after filing the
aud he appeared a man of thirty, lb
Dwarf Fruit Trees.
Dwarf bush trees can be grown nnd amount ol expenditures and Improvepossessed great physical strength and
dicould easily lift to his shoulders and kept fruitful for ninny years Without ments have to be returned to tie'
land office under oath corroborates
carry bags of grains weighing ".pp, much repression in the way of prun- strict
bv two witnesses. Tho law requires
pounds.
His decline was as rapid iu ing. I tars, apples, plums and cherries that one must own sufficient water to
his growth.
At eight his hair and do well on this system and produce Irrigate the whole tract by Hie end ol
flue fruit.
lieard were gray, ut ten he tottered
tour years, when Spal proof ehn II b
tn his walk, bis teeth fell out uml his
made, and one must cultivate d iirlog
those four years fully one eighth ol the
hands became palsied; nt twelve he
Cheap.
number ol acres filed upon. At the
died with every outward sign of exThe clubwoman giggled.
l ee"
treme old age.
"You know, my hUSberaifl birthday end of tour years, if the law has arre
complied with, one must pay SI an
Is next week." she said,
1"and
Suspicious Signs.
"additional
then receive a patent for
Luugliter overcame her for tho mo- the laud. and
"Xou better hurry up en collect de
At to the use of laud scrl
ment.
any citizen who wants a piece of land
rent from Brer Williams."
-.- "and I
have lieen taking a Cigar Otlt not already acquired can take It up. tb
"How come?"
"Well, fer de las' six nights he been of his case . very day for the Inst three number of acres unlimited, by pacing
with the district land office scrip suff'Jerusalem, My Happy Home,1 months, well." she went ou, "I've got icient to cover
the desired acreage-Thera
hundred
now.
nnd I'll give them to
en It's my opinion he's
ter him for
Is verv little scrip left, however.
a
birthday preseut." - Ex It was Issued"
mQYe."-AtlContltuüon.
by the government fur lb
cbanee.
benefit ot soldiers, colleges, etc.
.
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SALMON.
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hold :ire bappj and well, and we ow,o it succeed iu his profession.
Can Accomplish Much.
to Heroine, Sold by W. E, Warren A
He can accomplish much by associaUro,
tion with the advanced horticulturists,
who meet from time to time in convenWANTED
(lenthiman or ladv to tions like Ibis to study the many probnavel for Mercantile House of large lems concerning their profession- - that
capital, Territory at homo or abroad Is, the planting, cultivation, varieties
to suit. If desirable the horns may ho to plant, marketing of their products
used as linsdquartera. Weekly salary nnd kindred subjects,
of 81 (Hit! on per y oar and expenses.
That the farm has suffered by Ihe
Armstro'i g Alexander, lili
Address.
Jepletlon of the liest blood nnd brawn
Plymouth Place, Chicago, III.
Is n well known fact. Owing (o developments of the pnst few years to a
higher Intellectual standing of our
letter, Salt Rheum antj Eczema
Are r
tioti rr

hollow space

Induce-

a,il

of the Four Varieties of
This Superb Fish.
"There I.; nothing mure curious connected with the tinny tribe than to
watch the doings of the salmon family
In Alaska." said an Alaskan dealer.
"The most singular thing of all is
that alter the females deposit their
Procession

He Should Be a Man of Culture and of
Science.
In his annual address before the

stimulate jour liver. Juat try Heroine,
ihe liver regulator. A positive cure for
Constipation, Dispepsia and all liver
Ft. Worth, Tex.,
complalutt, Mrs. F
writes:
This he may accom"Have used Heroine i. my family for his community,
yoats, Words can't express what I plish by vigorous efforts to comprehend
think about it. Rvery body in my house- the sciences which nre necessary to
.

a

Rose Cuttings.
Uoses of thu monthly class in ihe
wludow or greenhouse like a sunny
position, but should not be kept too
warm. Guard against greenfly.
Start
up die hybrid perpetuáis that were pot-toin nutumu and thus wintered, and
when buds appear apply liquid manure.
There is uo better season for
rose propagation than from now on.
t'se cuttlugs'from the best and strongest wood of recent growth. Never allow the plant to suffer from want of
water from the time the cutting is put
in until the young plant is tit to set
out. To get good plants they should
be, kept in continuous healthy growth.

'

ill

leaves

II

bull), which ought to bo tilled
neath
with coarse sand before the bulb is set
Close contact with the soil is essential,
'riie sand provides drainage, Standing
water at Hie base of a bulb makes the
mots decay.
.'I
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BLASCHISQ B0ABD8 SET UP.

boardiag the two rows together and
the boards that are
saving
generally usexl when it is boarded in

acres near Kearney switch alee where,
partly under cultivation, and
mil.
turn remarked, "There
plenty of Water, place all
THE DIBBLE.
fenced, good house,
another man to be found any- sale- - in acres patented land north A Convenient
For
Way In Setting Out
n here w ho can till his place.'
of town.
Young Plants.
Tu the dear wife ami chilil
For sale Acre tract Inside town limits.
trowel Is
ScttiiiK Mat plants with
two houses, permanent water
decidedly tedious work. When the suit
oik mi earth can taKc Ins place,
right
Is In good condition, w dibble comes In
1(H)
acres all in a aril
ana tu cue broken hearted wid- Fur sale 1'.,
In describing
bearing fruir trees, good four handy for thistin irpose.th
tool
linrden Magroomed house with Oath, per- how to make
ow anil fatherless child we ex
ic one from ti
azlne says: You
manent water right.
by lilting it off
tend our most sincere sympathy. For sale I aero tract In fruit all hear-I- broken spade Ii
lieitiiin of the
good cistern, two houses live Inches fnn
e
ur hearts go out to them.
the point or cut
handle and ahnr
And our buildings.
nlent sti.k of
can not console the thought of Fur sale 1 aere inside town limits. 100 n piece of BU
fruit trees, garden, now in
ay
Arthur liiiiuts death
will pay half the purchase
price in une year permanent
,U8ÜaMd
and father snatched
u-

.;,.,,

I

'
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With this issue of l In Alamo
gurdo News t he owners hip am
management goes into the hands
nt .1. r. Annan, who takes cnarge

Practical atrwetura at
9ml Cart.
was bnllt f'r the
r
town
punow. f supplying a
with cut flowers, but later young planta
of tomatoes, cabbage and eanllrjower
were irrown as an experiment. TIhkproving aneceaaful. many vegetable
were grown and pi:t uxm the hS.ue
market some time before the gardener
had sowed the seed
This greenhouse is perhaps largerthan roost gardeners would need.
lng fin by go feet. The main entrance
fj from the south, there tielng two
walks two and a half feet wide, each
and

Three months 50 cts

RATES
Per line, 7 words to the line, 5 cts each insertion. Legal
J, D. Clements, Insurance and Seal Estate
notices at local rates Electro or otero matter at 10 cts par single column inch
per
inch
cts
each
single
column
matter
at
display
20
Alauiogordo, N. M.
Set
Hand
each insertion.
insertion. Discount allowed on yearly contracts.
1!' acres patented land three
For al
111:111

GREENHOUSE.

,

ADVERTISING

NOTICE TO
OUR PATRONS

A

Ha

Send For Free Booklet on Horses. CtHe. Hogs 6 Poultry.
Address Dr, Earl S. Sloan. Boston, Mass.

Munagcr

S. .SHKPHKHD,

V

Is a whole medicine chest
Price 25c 50c 6 100

HEWS

IWrrrfí

CELERY.

ta Ball-- A
Work. Walt.
It ta batter to blanch celery with
boards thuu to bonk with dirt, as dirt
may cause It to ruM
" uen hoeing
celery Ik1 careful not to get any sou
the stents of the plants. When
celery is almut 'twelve inches high
are net up so that
blanching
the two rows that are twelve liichea
apart are between the boards, thus
arda

Sloaovs Lminveivt

Calls Answered Promptly Day or Night.
Business 'Phone 142. Residence 'Phone 129.

the

BLANCHING

For Emergencies at Home
For the Stock on the Farm

Brown.

Licensed Embalmers.
Assistant in cases requiring

Aianogordo. the oa.lt of ari l
Meiicn, It a city of .ouo kftWl
on the direct California Hue of u,. g ,.
Ulaod-Krlacsysless. and the g
and Southwestern R. R., eight n BKa
miles southwest o'
and lity-tw- o
saa City, aod elgbtysli mil,-- .
Kl Paso, Texas. The popular
reiMiri, Clouderofl, It twelve mi!,.
near the summit of the aWrai i.'.,
itiouiitalns and is reached by a seals
railroad, twsrnty-sl- x
asiles loii.
i he

V,

UNDERTAKING

&

.1

-

l

spawn their earthly career terminates,
and have seen the bottoms of creeks
Covered with tlroir dead bodies. They
give birth to thousands of their kind
and Immediately die. The young on.
are then taken care of by the male
salmon, nnd it is u well known fact
that in three years from their birth the
offspring reappear oU Ihe very ground
of their origin. There arc four varieties of tics superb fish which make
their appearance In regular order of
succession.
"In the spring the first to arrive Is
the magnificent king salmon, which
weighs all the, way from fifteen to
ninety pounds, About June 1 comes
the sookcy or red salmon, which visits
our shores hi enormous uuiuliers and
which is the common canning variety
A little later appears the log salmon,
which only die Indians will out, and
Anally, hi August and September, the
beautiful silver salmon arrives, the
prettiest fish iu all the world and one
Of the most palatable.
Wlicii the salmon enter the fresh
water by a curious trick of nature
their skin becomes red, but this pink
hue does not affect the whiteness of
.
their
It is seldom that BullBOU
will Journey up a glacier stream, but
the streams that have bikes at their
heads literally HWflrni with the:,,."
Washington
1. raid.

Ci:l Fiitri':.
Nell - M yea
ii her I couldn't
coinej Belle Ye j, aud eke seemed
surprise J. Null-B- ut
didn't you explain lo her that I've got the chicken-pox;
Bella TeS that's what surprised her. Sho said you were no chicken.
Catholic Staudatd aud Time,.

?

.111

e
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REFEREES REPORT
IN BURSUM CASE
Ited to H. O. Bursum on cash book.
page 10, $7C0.
MUÍ GLARING ERRORS, OMISSIONS AND INACCURACIES (I) Amount turned over to H. O.
belonging to E. H. Bergman and
by convicts to pay bill of WinIN EXPERT
INVESTIGAter's Grocery Co. whlcl. bill was not
paid and the money never turned
over to Incoming superintendent for
TION OF CONVICTS' EARNIN6S FUND.
disbursement, $175.05.
(5) Warrant No. 2012, December
ered-Bursu-

HI'S

9, 1902, favor II. O. Btiraum

Thousands of Dollars Credits Omitted in
Previous Report Territory Indebted
to Mr. Bursum During His Super-indenc- y
of Prison No Shortage
or Deficit Ever Existed.
Santa Fe, H. M., July 12, 1907.
Frank W. Parker, Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the
Territory of New Mexico, and Judge
of
the Third Judicial District

possession of whlch never came
the hands of the superintendent.
have reference to the salary fund,
general maintenance fund, permanent
improvement fund, penitentiary income fund, and the Scenic Route fund,
all of which receive direct appropriations made by the Legislature, collected by the Territorial treasurer,
retained by him and by both the treasurer and auditor credited to the
proper penitentiary fund and only disbursed by the Territorial treasurer on
warrant of the Territorial auditor on
voucher approved by the Board of
Penitentiary Commissioners and no
part of which funds were handled by
the superintendent In cash or its
equivalent, or by any one for him in
his employ. In the report before referred to, purporting to show shortages or misappropriation of funds, no
moneys belonging to any of the above
mentioned funds were included, but
at such Items as were claimed to be
misappropriated or unaccounted for
were included In what is termed the
'' onvlct's earning fund" and this summary submitted by me covers all cash
transactions in said fund.
H. O. Bursum,
of
the New Mexico penitentiary in account with the Territory for cash that
came to nib hands from May 5, 1S99,
to April 12, 1900, while superintendent
of New Mexico penitentiary:

Hon.

thereof.
Sir: In compliance with your order
naming me as referee, and as such
referee directing that I Investigate

report as to facts, to the cause
pending In your court, in which
Holm 0. Bursum is the plaintiff and
the Territory of New Mexico Is the
defendant and in which suit the plaintiff prays for an accounting as between the Territory of New Mexico
and himself, concerning moneys that
came to his hands, during the time he
was superintendent of the New Mexico Penitentiary, commencing May 5,
1899, and terminating April 12, 1900
I would respectfully submit the result
of my examination.
My report, which Is herewith sub
mitted, shows In detail all of the
and credits of all transactions,
but the result is so entirely different
from a report made by the Colorado
Title and Trust Company, dated An
ust 00, 190C, that I do not feel that
in justice to myself, that I can submit
calling Your
this report without
Honor's attention to the many manl-- í
si i rrora
In the former report.
Concerning the books of account
this former report charged that valuable records had been destroyed or
were not available, and on the other
hand I found all books of original entry and from these the financial transactions of the penitentiary under the
superlntendency of H. O. Bursum can
be readily traced.
The only record
missing and which in no sense was a
book of original entij, is an old
ledger, used- - In keeping accounts of persons buying material
Hum the penitentiary, and the balances from which on all supposed live
accounts, were transferred to a new
iiml
now

a

To cash from Jail receipts. $ 5,435.03.
To cash paid by government for support of U.
S. prisoners
29,SSG."
To cash from sale of mat'l. 80,429.1"
To cash from other funis..
31,126.01
To balance due H. O. Bursum
4,333.50

indi-vidu-

Total

By cash paid Treasurer
$122,430.82
By contingent expenses....
28,824.15

ledger.
The absence of this book was not
material, as, havln the books of orlg-Ina-l

$151,200.97
Total
am unable to draw comparisons
between the amounts shown In the
above summary and the figures in the
former report as In that report no
summary or general ttatement was
made.
However, it can be readily
seen that I have charged Mr. Bursum
with more than $32,000 in round numbers than anywhere mentioned in the
former report and as to the remittances to the Territorial Treasurer
have credited Mr. Bursum's account
with more than $10,000. This, of
course, includes the money paid in by
Mr. Bursum voluntarily; $1,027 and
the $2,470.38 paid under protest on
Genthe demand of the
eral, but after deducting these items
still leave in round numbers, more
than $0.000 paid over to the Territorial Treasury and all of which is covered by receipts from the Territorial
Treasurer, the stubs of which are on
file In his office and as shown in detail
in the main body of my report.
Contingent expenses are composed of
expenditures for the following purI

entry, the journal and Impression
books (invoice and voucher), although
this work
consumed
considerable
time, it has been easily reproduced.
The
cash book" mentioned
In the report referred to wa3 not copied from any cash book kept by the
penitentiary, A cash book was never
t, simply a journal
in which all
cash transactions
were entered as
as other items.
This
cash book" made up a few
weeks before the retirement of H. O.
Bursum as superintendent, was an attempted statement as to the cash

transactions of the penitentiary for
the period of his service. The state
went was made for the Information of
the Board of Commissioners; was In
no sense a book of original entry
and
would have had no value whatever
except for reference, even if it had
been correctly transcribed, which it
was not, many entries having been
omitted on both debit and credit
sides. This book should have had no
l'lace whatever in the examination
above referred to except as a guide
or a check and this fact should have
been recognized by the party who
made the audit. That It was so recognized by him is shown by his repeated
complaints that the book was not an
entry and was Inaccurate, yet,
strange to say, these very Inaccuracies were made the basis of charges
of shortages.
The only books that should have
been used in the examination in question were the books of original entry,
supplemented by the books In the office of the
Territorial Treasurer as
ell as those in the office of the Territorial Auditor, and such other evidence of the receipts and disbursements of moneys aa could be mqulded
Into shape and furnished proof posl-"vof such receipts or disburse
menu.
In making this examination I have
spent a great
deal of time, compiled
a correct
cash account,
and
Journalized
reproall transactions,
duced the old ledger, verified all accounts pertaining to the receipts and
disbursements of money by the su
icrintendent and sale of materials to
individuals and herewith submit my
original work, consisting of one hundred and seventy-fivspecial ruled
sheets which show In detail every
transaction, together with the repro
nucsd ledger as well as balance

$151,200.97

poses

:

Freight, which Includes freights on
materials like brick and lime sold
t o. b. cars at other points and freight
prepaid, Í6.814.04.
Telephone, telegrams and express,
$2,233.89.

Supplies and material

purchased,

$5.020.29.

Rewards and expenses in pursuit of
escapes, $1,921.15.
Gate money and railroad fare of
prisoners 'o their homes. A large part
of this was on account of U. S. pris
oners and came back to the Territory
by U. S. payments and Included in
the charges of cash received from that
30urce, $4,274.04.

Additional services, $4,025.85.
Miscellaneous expenditures, $3,928.29.
Total, $28,824.15.
I have also compiled and submit
herewith an itemized statement of
these expenditures showing dates,
amounts and classified as above and
of which the above Is a summary.
The following is a summary copy
General Reid;
furnished
showing specific amounts and items
complied by the parties who made
former report under their direction or
from information furnished by them,
which were claimed in the former report to be due to the Territory from
H. O. Bursum, and on which the demand for payment was based. For
convenience for the purpose of readsheets.
ily referring to these items I have
The following statement is a con numbered same:
flensed summary of all cash transacSummary of Amounts Dus by H. O.
Hons, covering receipts
Bursum.
and disburse
(1) Ten thousand vitrified brick In
ments of moneys that came into the
hands of H. O. Bursum during his A. T.
car No. 77870,
fl. F- Rflcnn in office and for which he was $100.00.
accountable, but does not Include the
(2) Receipts on journal and not
receipt or disbursement of any funds, on cash book, $168.45. '
although penitentiary funds, the actual
(3) Remittance of May 36, 1899,
e

.

e

-

withdraw-

ing balance In general maintenance
fund, fifty third fiscal year and not ac
counted for, $152.27.
(C) Warrant No. 2401, November
30. 1903, favor II. O. Bursum withdrawing balance iu general maintenance fund,
fiscal year, and
not accounted for. $801.52.
(7) Warrant No. 3138, January 8,
19C0, drawn favor of "Jack Donovan
or Bearer," endorsed and cashed by
H. O. Bursum and amount retained bj
H. O. Bursum without the knowledge
or consent of said Donovan, aa per
his affidavit dated J:nuary C, 1900,
$400.75.

(8) Amount of G. W. Bond &
Brothers: check No. 209, August 28,
'.899. not charged on cash book,
$077.2;:.
(9) Amounts due by Individuals,
but not Included in statement of H. O.
Bursum (Exhibit O) showing balances
due the penitentiary at date of his
retirement, April 12, 196. $9.89.r,8.

Corrected amount per Exhibit "H",
$14,129.24; less items included in the
$1CS.25
shortage, $07.25; total
H. O. Bursum statement (Exhibit
G), $1,107.41.
(10) Amount of double credit for
freight on brick machinery shown on
cash book, page 10, September 22,
1900, and also In contingent fund September 25, 1S99. per journal, page 11,
$137.48.
(11) Amount credited to M. R.
Otero, uctobcr 5, 1904, on cash book,
page 22 as $.00; should be $110. This
$10 Is shown on journal, page No. 44
as a rebate on amount due by Mr.

Otero, $0.
Amount due for Smith Prempurchased
ier typewriter No.
per voucher No. 300, July 30, 1901, and
in exchange for, a Smith Premier No.
(12)

the former number cannot be
located, $92.25.
Amount forwarded, $13,099.93.
Amount brought forward, $13,099.28.
(13) Amount of check, Anson &
Holman, January 20, 1903, not entered
on cash book, but entered on journal
page No. 3SS and then erased, $200.00.
(11) Amount of double credit on
payment to Colorado Fuel & Iron Co.,
per credit through contingent fund on
Journal, page No. 211, October 2a,
1901, $38.72. And Vou. No. 310, War.
No. 1019, November 29, 1901, $21.82;
and Vou. No. 300, War. No. 1048, November 29, 1901, $10.90; total $38.72.
(15) Amount paid for one whim
and wire rope You. No. 359, June,
Bolthoff,
&
1903. favor Hendrie
$111.02; freight paid per journal,
page No. 401, $10.50; total, $122.18.
(10) Amount of freight claimed to
have been paid per cash book page
No. 10, September 4, 1900, $250; and
page No. 11, October 10, 1900, $1.15;
total, $305.00. No record of freight
bills and until proper receipt can be
produced this amount correctly stands
as a debit to H. O. Bursum.
Total. $14,425.88.
"Ten thousand vitrified
Item No.
brick in A. T. & S. F. car No.

t

77S70.

This is the car of brick in which
it is stated in the former report as
having been shipped to H. O. Bursum
at Albuquerque, February 7, 1905, and
no payments shown for same in records turned over by Mr. Bursum.
Thl3 is absolutely Incorrect, r.nd
the record as to this transaction in
the books of Mr. Bursum and which
were in possession of the examiner Is
perfectly plain. This car was Invoiced
to E. E. Carnahan and draft with bill
of lading attached sent to the bank of
Commerce at Albuquerque and Mr.
Mr.
Carnahan
Carnahan notified.
called at the bank, paid the draft, received his bill of lading and got his
car of brick and the same was properly charged to him on his account and
be received credit fcr his payment. Not
only in this transaction was included
this particular car, but on the following day the 8th of February, an additional car went forward (see Invoice
No. 2199), for which an additional
hundred dollars was charged, and
when paying his drafts and taking up
hts bills of lading he Included this
second car; remittance was made by
the bank of the $200 thus collected
and, as stated above, Mr. Carnahan
received his credit on the books of
the penitentiary as shown on journal
page 453, and the $200 thus received
was promptly deposited with the Territorial Treasurer to the credit of the
convicts' earning fund. The following is a copy of the invoice in question:
"Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 7, 1905.
"Invoice No. 2198.
"E. E. Carnahaí,
"Albuquerque, N. Méx.,
"Tc the New Mexico Penitentiary, Dr.,
"H. O. Bursum, Superintendent.
"1905

For 10,000 common
pavers at $10.00. .. .$100.00
"A. T. & S. F. car No. 77870.
"Draft attached to bill of lading."
Item No. - "Receipts on journal and
not on cash book, $168.46."
In making my statement of charges
against Mr. Bursum for cash received
I have not only charged him of this
amount, but with about $32,000.00
more.
Item No. 3. "Remittance of May 26,
189, belonging to E. H. Bergman
and credited to H. O. Bnrsnm on
"Feb.

7.

2-

that sot

this I4SS.75. but add!
t tonal moneys had bee
previos! y re
eel red by Dosovss oo adrase
on account of wages made If H. O. Barium and that this amount and more
was due to Bursum from Donovan sod
It was perfectly right and proper foi
Mr. Bursum to cash this warrant.
Following Is a full copy of Mr. Don
oran's testimony:
On the 20th day of June, A. D. 10T.
I caused
to appear before me at my
office In the Capitol Building at Santa
Fe, New Mexico, at the hour of 1C
o'clock, a. in.. Jack Donovan, for the
purpose of examination with reference to his knowledge in connection
with the investigation
of the New
Mexico penitentiary, and at the hour
and place mentioned, the said Jack
Donovan being present, accompanied
by his counsel, J. P. Victory, Esq., was
by me first duly sworn and testified as
only

cash book, page 10, $700."
Mr. Bergman owed this amount of
money the same as any other individual who was Indebted to the penitentiary and his account was In fact
whether it was treated so or not, ane
of the bills receivable turned over to
Mr. Bursum on taking charge. When
paid by Mr. Bergman, If an account
was kept with him he should have received credit on the books of the pen- follows:
itentiary and Mr. Bursum properly (Signed) C. V. SAFFORD, Referee.
charged with that amo-of money i
It Is a fact, however, that as soon as JACK" DONOVAN TELLS
this money was received, it was
ABOUT THAT "AFFIDAVIT."
promptly deposited with the Territor
Jack Donovan,
being first duly
ial Treasurer to the credit of the con sworn, deposes as follows:
vlct3 earnings fund as is shown by
Examination by Referee:
Territorial Treasurer'3 receipt No. 339
Q. Mr. Donovan, please state your
and Mr. Bursum was entitled to credit name, age and residence.
and it makes no difference as to
A. I could not state my age for I
whether or not any entries were made don't know about fifty years old.
on the penitentiary books as long as John Donovan, residence Santa Fe.
this money was turned Into the Ter
Q. Mr. Donovan, from May 1, 1903,
ritorial Treasury. In July, 1900, when to October 1, 1903, Low were you emMr. Bursum voluntarily turned in the ployed?
$1,727 .t included this $700 (see treas
A. I was employed In the mounurer's receipt No. 901). He did this tains, prospecting for coal.
in error as it can be readily seen that
Q. By whom were you employed?
the sum of $1,400 has actually found
A. By Mr. H. O. Bursum, superinIts way Into the Territorial Treasury tendent of the penitentiary.
and placed to the credit of convicts'
Q. What wages did he agree to pay
earnings by that official to pay one you?
account of $700.
A. Three dollars per day.
While the item of $1,027 of Windsor
Q. From May 1, 1901, to Octobet
was not included in the demand, it 1, 1903, is about five months, and
was a similar transaction.
Mr. Wind- counting thirty days to the month
sor Is a contractor in Santa Fe, and would make one hundred and fifty
owed the penitentiary
an account. days, and at three dollars per day
Mr. Bursum personally collected from you would be entitled for your serMr. Windsor $1,027, failed to credit Mr. vices the sum of $450.00. Is that corWindsor upon the books of the Peni- rect?
tentiary, but turned the money over
A. Yes, sir.
to the Territorial Treasurer for the
Q. Then from October 1, 1903, to
credit cf the convicts' earnings fund July 1, 1905, how were you employed?
A. I was employed as foreman in
and then again in July, 1900, at the
same time he turned In the Bergman the quarry, getting out clay and lime- $700 turned over to the Treasurer
rock.
Q. You were at this time in the
more, making an actual cash receipt by the Territorial Treasurer of employ of H. O. Bursum, superintend$2,054 to pay an account of only
ent?
A. Yes, sir.
Item No. 4. "Amount turned over to
Q. At what wages were you em
H. O. Bursum to pay bill to Winters ployed during that period?
Grocery Company, which bill was
A. At seventy-fivper
dollars
not paid and the money never month.
turned over to the Incoming superQ. From October 1 1903, to July 1,
intendent for disbursement."
1905, is one year and nine months, is
This was an Improper charge it not? And at seventy-fivdollars
against Mr." Bursum as tin peniten- per month you would be entitled to
tiary had no interest whatever in this
months, which fig
jay for twenty-onmatter; this was money that belonged ure is $1,575.00. Is that the amount
to the convicts for which supplier had you claim for your services for that
been purchased, the account charged period?
to Mr. Bursum personally and he perA. Yes, sir.
sonally was responsible for same. As
Q. From July 1, 1905, to April 12,
quick as he received statement from 1900, how were you employed?
the Winters Grocery Company he
A. As foreman in the clay bank
promptly paid same.
During the and quarry, but my wages were rewhole time that he was superintend- duced to sixty dollars per month.
ent, convicts would deposit with him
Q. From July 1, 1905, t.. April 12,
such moneys as they might earn from 1900, is nine months and a third is
the sale of little articles which they it not?
had manufactured, an account was
A. Yes; it is nine months
and
kept with each and such supplies as twelve days.
they would wish to purchase would be
Q. And at sixty dollars per month,
bought and for the sake of conven- you would be entitled for this time to
ience charged to Mr. Bursum.
the sum of $5G4.00?
Item No. 5. "Warrant No. 2012, DeA. Yes, sir.
cember 9, 1902, favor H. O. Bursum
Q. Then, according to the above
withdrawing balance In general figures, from May 1, 1903, the date
maintenance fund,
fiscal you commenced work for Mr. Bursum
year and not accounted for, $152.27.' as superintendent of the penitentiary,
This warrant was nccounted for by up to the 12th day of April, 1906, when
being deposited with the Territorial he left the penitentiary, you would
Treasurer together with other moneys be entitled for services rendered to
under date of December 9, 1902, Treas- the sum of $2,589.00?
urer's receipt No. 585. The warrant
A. Yes, sir; that's right.
in question was never cashed by Mr.
Q. During all this time that you
Bursum, tut the identical warrant so were employed by Mr. Bursum as
drawn was
and simply stated above, were you paid monthly?
amounted to a transfer of this amount
A. No, sir.
from the general maintenance fund to
Q. Then you were not on a regular
the convicts' earnings fund. In explanation as to why this was done,
A. No, sir.
will say that the Territorial
fiscal
Q. How did you draw your salary?
year ends November 30 and any balA. I drew my money Just as I
ances left unused in my funds are wanted it, $5, $10, $15, $20, $25 or $50
reported by the Auditor as a surplus cash out of the cash drawer, and
1n such funds and in this case had
sometimes I drew it by voucher.
this money not been drawn the peniQ. Why did you draw your money
tentiary would have failed to have re- In this way?
ceived the full benefit of appropriaA. Because I left it in the hands of
tion made by the Legislature for that Mr. Bursum for
and only
year. By drawing same from the drew it as I needed
it
maintenance fund and placing the
Q. Did Mr. Bursum ever give you
same amount in the convicts' earning his personal check?
account, which is not subject to the
A. Yes, on one or two occasions
Auditor with reference to closing at that I remember of.
th-- j end of the fiscal
year ard reportQ. Mr. Bursum had no personal in
ing any balance that might be in that terest in your salary directly or inamount
surplus,
fund as a
saved this
directly; did he or not?
to the penitentiary.
As a large
A. Why, no.
amount of the expenditures from
Q. At the time Mr. Bursum left the
the convicts' earnings fund is applied penitentiary there was quite a balance
accounts
paying maintenance
in
due you, was there not?
proper, the placing of this money in
A. Yes, sir.
the convicts' earnings account. It
Q. And did you have a settlement
would take the course for which it
with Mr. W. D. Newcdnib, who was
was appropriated.
acting as clerk there at the penitenItem No. 6. "Warrant No. 2401, No- tiary?
vember 30, 1903, favor H. O. BurA. Yes, he made up ray account,
sum, withdrawing balance In gen- and he said there is so many hundred
eral maintenance fund,
dollars coming to me, and 1 asked if
fiscal year and not accounted for,
that was all; I was satisfied that
$801.92."
there had been a mistake made in my
This is exactly a similar transac- account, but he gave me a voucher
tion to No. 5 and the same explana for the amount that he claimed was
tlon given No. 5 applies, except that due me. And I asked him at what
dates are different. This warrant was rate he figured my account f.t, and he
drawn on November 30, 1903, was not said sixty dollars
I asked
with the him who authorized him to figure up
cashed but
Treasurer on December 1, 1903, with my accounts at sixty dollars per
other moneys and Is Included In month, and he said Mr. Bursum.
Treasurer's receipt No. 655.
Mr. Bursum was away
at the
Item No. 7. "Warrant No. Íls8, Janu- time and I would not go to him.
ary 8, 1906, drawn In favor of Jack Immediately on Mr. Bursum's re
Donovan or bearer, endorsed and turn I saw him at the Claire Hotel
cashed by H. O. Bursum and and told him about the mistake and
amount retained by H. O. Bursum he told me that my salary ahould have
without the knowledge or consent been figured at $75.00 per month. In
of said Donovan as per his affidavit stead of $60.00 and that it was Mr
dated January 6, 1906, $400.75."
Newcomb s mistake
and that he
This was an improper charge as the would rectify It, and Mr. Bursum then
penitentiary was in no way Interested gave me $100.00 and subsequently he
In this account. Mr. Donovan was not paid me the balance of the $469.00
looking to tho penitentiary for any sal which was the difference between the
ary or wages that might be due him, time that I worked at $60.00 per month
but was looking to H. O. Bursum. A and the rate at which I worked as
full explanation of this matter Is agreed between myself and Mr. Bur
given in the testimony taken before sum as testified to above.
Q. This $469.00 then that yon have
this referee and subscribed by Mr.
nt

$1,-02-
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e
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fifty-thir- d

pay-roll- ?
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fifty-fourt- h

Iik
Mr. Burma went oat srtrh. list. He., appears $71,44
14."
of the prnl'CMtary has been paid to This aasossl Is ssrssrtsd to be takes
you personally by Mr Rur.tim asd sol fross Ke wrlttes rash boo.- - bat Is
os a warrsi.t hjssj d from the peniten- lbs report so statement la sssds ss

tiary?

A. Tes. he paid me in cash and by found to be the correct amount
To
Is otrs check.
will notice on this statement above I
Q. Asd at this time yon have boss charge Mr. Bursum with receipts of
fully paid, either in eheck of Mr. Bu- $0,429.17 received on account of sato
rsas cash o it of ihe cash drawer or of materials $1.C9.01 In cash mors
by cash liven oa pcrsosMly by Mr. than shown by figures in former reBursum ur hy voucher fur all youi port
As to rebates on paces 46 to
4
servir.
,.itrntiary 47 of former report a statement Is
, April 12. 190C
from May i. Hon
(bow gross
mode sttemptlng
to
inclusive, and the sJtsstMff or Mr. amounts of rebate and which aggreBursum as ssssrii endent docs not gate $1.144.39. This statement is not
owe you anyth nz
classified and is absolutely incorrect
A. No. sir. Mr Burum does not From this source Bursum Is entitled
owe me anything.
- does
the to credit to amount as shown In above
penitentiary for sarriOM during that statement $5,226.90, and is made .up
if
time.
amounts as appear in detail
Q. Mr. Donovan you were asked in throughout my report, showing dates
an affidavit which is arsorted to have and amounts, and posted to the indibeen signed by you in regard to a vidual account of parties entitled
voucher which was voucher No. 53 for thereto. As to bills receivable In the
$400.75 which is dated January 0, 1906, demand based on the former report
which was cashed by Mr. H. O. Bur and included in the demand, the
sum. Please explain how Mr. Bursum amount of bills receivable is fixed at
came to cash that warrant?
$14,061.99, while I find due from indi
A. When I asked Mr. Bursum about viduals the sum of $10,665.02 and
that $100.75 he said ;hat Is the money which is itemized and shows on pages
which you have drawn out of the 144 to 149 of my report. While giving
cash drawer in $5 an.l $10 and' small Mr. Bursum about the same amount
amounts and that he could not get th' of "paper credits" on the material ac
money back in any way only to draw count former report bills receivable
a warrant in my name. That Is wha. $14,061.99, and rebates $1,144.39, total
he told me.
$15,206.38 my figures, bills receivQ. Is It or is It not a fact that you able $10,065.02, rebates $5,226.96, total
had drawn that amount and that h" $15,891.98, or by my figures, to be exwas entitled to reimburse himself by act, $095.00 more; however, I charge
cashing your warrant?
him in actual cash as having been reA. Certainly I had drawn the ceived $1,909.03 more than shown by
money, but I did not keep an exact former figures of report, and less item
memorandum of the amounts but it f additional "paper credits given by
was about that amount, and he was me, $G95.00, leaves a net debit charge
entitled to cash a warrant to reimMr. Bursum in cash of $1,273.43
burse himself.
more than claimed by the former re
Q. I notice from your affidavit thai tort.
the Impression would be conveyed
I make these comparisons to call at
from its reading that a final settle- tention to the incorrectness of figures
ment of your accounts was made by
former report and in order to still
you with Mr. Bnrsnm personally on further demonstrate that fact I call
the 10th of April. 1900; state whethei
ttention a little further on to some
or not such settlement was or was not of the errors made when compiling
made by you personally with Mr. Bur- those figures.
sum at that time, or whether It was
In this instance I have the original
made with Mr. Newcomb,
book figures, made by the party who comkeeper?
piled the report, and on which was
A. It was made with Mr. Newcomb based the amounts of bills receivable
and not with Mr. Bursum and then nd have something tangible "to go
really a settlement was not made, but
alnst." I refer to his reproduced in
Mr. Newcomb simply looked over the dividual ledger and his
balance
account and gave me the amount. sheet, or rather his statement of the
1
which
believed to be about $100.00 amounts due by individuals, as It is
short and when I saw Mr. Bursum he not a balance sheet and I might state
corrected this and the mistake oc hat I can find no evidence that one
curred by figuring the wrong rate of
as taken at any stage of former in- salary.
estigation. As to the differences beQ. Then, if I understand you, the
ween the figures as shown by this in- matter of dispute of some
be
vidual ledger and on which the fig- tween you and the New Mexico peni
ires in the report were based and my
tentiary was purely a mistake caused
iwn figures, I have used every means
by Mr. Newcomb and rectified by Mr.
lossible to meet the issue squarely
Bursum?
and to furnish to your honor a stateA. Yes, sir; that is right.
nent In thi3 respect that could not be
Q. At one time, Mr. Donovan, you
To this end I tried to
gave Mr. R. C. Gortner an order for questioned.
econcile these differences with the
fifty dollars, and in your final settlereport,
ment you paid a bill of $49.00 for ma- party who made the former
who is a resident of Colorado. This
terial charged to you and both of these
on
amounts were deducted from what entleman dropped Into Santa Fe
irivate business and immediately af
was coming to you, were they not?
ter I learned of his presence in the
A. Yes, sir.
ity, I called upon him and stated that
(Signed) JOHN DONOVAN.
going over these individual ac- After the said witness had testified
as above, his testimony was read over ounts, I differed very materially from
by me to him and he subscribed the his figures and requested that he give
same and again swore the same to be me a few hours and that we together
reconcile our differences. This he ab-true.
olutely refused to do and I issued a
(Signed) C. V. SAFFORD, Referee.
ubnoena and forced him to appear
md when before me he again refused
BY REFEREE
EXPLANATIONS
enter into the matter at all, al- OF GLARING DISCREPANCIES.
hough acknowledging the compila
Item No. 8. "Amount of G. W. Bond tion of this individual ledger and
and Brothers check. No. 207, August statement. For failure to do this he
ave excuses as set forth In the testi
28, 1899,, not charged on cash book,
mony of Mr. Francis M. McMahon, the
$077.23."
This check, while not appearing on entleman in question. As to this in
the cash book, was received by H. O. dividual ledger I want it understood
Bursum and turned over to the Ter- hat not one original figure made by
ritorial Treasurer, August 30, 1899. former examiner had been changed in
two days after its date, and is covered my particular. These original figures
by Treasurer's receipt No. 355 of that are in ink with the exception of foot- date. Should Mr. Bursum pay same ngs and a few notations, being in pen- The additional entries, referred
again aa demanded it would be paying
the account a second time as in the to in his testimony, were made by me
the bottom of accounts, showing
case of item No. 3 and the following
rrors In computations, failure to
mention of the Windser transaction.
Item No. 9. "Amounts due by Indi make proper charges and credits or
viduals, but not included in state- erroneous charges and credits made
ment of H. O. Bursum (Exhibit G) is the case might be.
I have not taken here the time or
showing balances due the penitentiary at date of his retirement. pace to record all suoh entries or
April 12, 1900, $9,894.53; corrected omission of entries, as to do so slm- Iy takes up space without accom- amount per Exhibit "H", $14,129.24;
How-velishing any actual benefit
less Items included in the $108.25
shortage; total, $14,001.99."
the following is a partial list
In the first place this is not a proper and sufficient to show the unreliabil-charge as this amount is supposed ty of the former report:
to represent the aggregate amount of
bills receivable turned over to the in M'MAHON REPORT INCOMPLETE
AND GROSSLY UNRELIABLE.
coming superintendent and in the sec
ond place these amounts are not cor
Account of J. H. Sloan:
rect by reasons of errors made when
Error In failing to charge invoice
reproducing the individual ledger as
No. 1152, $35; Invoice 1153, $5; Inwill be shown later.
1158, $11.50;
invoice 1162,
As amounts claimed to have been voice
misappropriated or unaccounted for $12.60; invoice 1109, $12.50; invoice
were from the material accounts, all 1175, $6.25; Invoice 1177, $6.25; In
transactions for the sale of material voice 1181, $7.81; invoice 1189, $7.81;
nd payments for same by individuals Invoice 1195, $8.75; invoice 1204.
purchasing, have been very carefully $7.81; invoice 1222, $14; a total of
checked, item by item, as shown in de $135.18; debits of which no account
tail in main portion of report and the was taken. On the other hand failfollowing is a summary of the mater ure to credit Item of $51.50, cash payment. Balance in this account as
lal account:
H. O. Bursum in account with ma' shown by former statement, $633.72;
terial sold during term of office and correct balance, $717.40.
Account of Max. Frost:
for which he was accountable:
Error failure to charge invoice 1209,
$96,321.15 $17.70, and invoice 1219, $9.40; balTo material sold
$80,429.17 ance shown by former report, $428.82;
By cash received
correct balance, $455.92. Since August
By rebates and errors and
2,914.26 30 last Mr. Frost has settled his acdiscounts
count by paying $238.87, and by an
By freights deducted acct.
account of the New Mexican Printing
material sold f. o. b. cars
other points than Santa Fe 1,060.17 Company allowed against the peniten
tiary for printing and material
By services rendered
and
amounting to $189.95. In this settlepurchased
and
material
1,252.53 ment the Invoices above referred to
allowed as
By bills receivable
10,665.02 were not taken Into account
Account of C. W. Dudrow:
Balance shown by former report,
$96,321.15
Total
$198.64; to this should be added the
following invoices not charged, and
This statement la significant, and I which were not taken into account
wish yonr honor to carefully consider when making np Mr. Dudrow's statesame. Nowhere In the former report ment Invoice No. 1042, $1.60; Invoice
is a statement made of the gross 1016, $8.26; invoice 1023, $1.00; Inamount of materials sold and It was voice 1023, $1.60; Invoice 1064, $3.13;
impossible to make a correct one on Invoice 1093, $3.13; Invoice 1223, 60c;
account of errors and omissions In Invoice 1227, $1.25; making a total of
Under date of
charging up materials sold. As to $20.76 not charged.
credits to material account on page August 17, 1890, error by failure to
2 of former report "Through sales of credit the amount of $8.80 aa an off--
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into eoailderatloc
fai 4 to lake
.
. ...
::
Mr l
ht..M . i.K.aH r.f Al' 1
alelí
they attempted 'o collect and
be refused to ray
Baca:
Account of Mnu-lla!aiir- - shown by retort. HM.M
error by failure to charge back II" 63.
given to apply on
atr" irit of rV
return- - i
aceourt and

I,

t.

r

amount
i
'
shoili be added to Mr Bacas bill,
making the amount due from bis Aug-ii.t''-- '. '
Account (f Juan Ortli:
to
n by report,
Balate
error In invoice 2"22, $1.5, and
$7.0", making an additional
chaw ;l $.". and by errors In Till-In- ing to credit error in charging
ir fii- IhwiIm ir.? 19 40mIm
and by firther error to credit cash
payment 'f January 10, 192, making
a total credit of $11.1", which wa3 not
taken into account and leaving a balance due- by Mr. Ortiz to the penitentiary on August 30 last of $2 98, instead of
of F. A. Manzanares:
Balance shown by report to be due
of $52.'i0; error in failing to credit
amount of freight bll! of a like amount
and which balances Mr. Manzanares'
account to a cent. This account of
Mr. Manzanares was for a car of material sold f. o. b. Las Vegas, and remitting payment for same he remitted
cash and freight bill to cover the
amount charged him.
.

!

-'

.

1

1

Account of T. P. Gable:
Amount of balance shown to be d ie,
$2.00; error by not charging invoice
1050; correct amount of balance due
An:!? ". Inst 17.00.
Stock
Onderdonk Live
Account
f'O!

made

r.iivmerit

le due,
,t cash
1901;

December

account balanced.

Account of C. L. Bishop:
Balance shown to be due by report.
$9.10; error in failing to credit cash
payment made September 23. MQli 01
It appears that Mr. Bishop is
18.40.
still indebted to the penitentiary to
the extent of 70c.
Account of Dr. Harrcun:
Balance shown to be due by report,
$81.30; error to credit a like amount

for professional services rendered ana
for which bill was rendered August
23, 1905, and Dr. Harroun's account
was balanced on August 30.
Account of Antonio Aland:
shown by report to be
Balance
$29.10; by error in failing to charge

invoice No. 1129, 18.00; invoice 1157,
$2.00; invoice 1172, $3.20; and invoice
1210, $15.00; making a total di bit of
of $23.2 left off this account and Mr.
Alarida balance should have been

August

30

last,

$57.50.

Account of M E. Church:
Amount of balance shown by report
i, o
in failing to
i
'?! 89- eharge invoice No. 1080, $25.09; cor-

rect balance August 30, $210.92.
Account of St. John and Barnes:
Balance shown in report $13.50; ercorror in drawing off balance,
rect amount due August 30 last,
;

$48.95.

Account of A. Lucero:
Balance shown to be due by report,
148.10; this account should be credited by $10.50, cash paid March 22,
1904, leaving correct amount of bal

anee,

omitted a the Mu 4 .ad
$7.M. lattead of II H. eor- r la falling to credit Mr
KM by r
.
.'h rash payment of I .
31
by
bat of
Iu3.
under UU of Jaao 1. I9-- J. and error la
do.n
firther credit of cash payment $7'v'. correct balance. $25 22.
ie, ltOC. and an. j:.t
Account of W. H Coble:
M ll
45. cash credits omitted and
Amount shown by sheet. $13 80; by
correct balance due from failure to credit Mr Coble, by a bill
Mr
n oauni oa August JO last of rendered for $9C5. and by drayaae
$4.5". amounting to 1111"
la this
of Pennsylvania Develop cane they teat Mr. Coble a bill for
n : Company:
$37 SO, and attempted to collect same:
An, 1 of balance as shown by re tee testimony of W. H. Coble. All of
I
error in failing to credit the
errors which bad been re- ( n.pany
with 830 00 payment cited were either result of oversights
ata May 10, 1904.
or errors as these entries all appeal
'
am of v. k Carter:
- i.f orlg.a.,1 entry with
Amount of balance shown to be due the exception of a few of the credits
o errors In failing to charge
:i by testimony and which were
'
to ascertain.
H37. $90.00; invoice 152
:
No. 10.
invoice 1S!2. $90.00; and bv
"Amount of double
f irther error In
credit for freight on brick machinfailing to credit
Mr Carter with a $270.00
ery' shown on cash book page No.
cash remit
tance under date of December 0 1903,
1'. Se; tember 22. 1900 and also in
'
Vil-i- - .
fr C
contingent fund September 25. 1S89,
oaiance the same
; stated, $27.00; will say here that ; r journal page No. 11, $437.48."
Only one credit has been taken for
three invoices above refers to
-- re
charged to the Atchinson To- - this amount and that was the one
and Santa Fe Railroad, and of claimed on the Journal as this "ream taai company refused to pa written cash book" was made from
the same.
'.he journal or rather posted from the
Is hard as a matter of
Account
of Women's
Board
ol cash book, it
Trade:
bookkeeping to understand how It was
Amount shown to be due by
report conceived that a double credit was be
IU6.00;
rror in charging Invoice No ing taken.
fiv..,.., ana on the credit side Item No. 11. "Amount credited to M.
R. Otero, October 5, 1904, on cash
iPi.cars a credit of $20, making
Ul
" due, $205.00 as per book, page No. 22. as $100.00, should
books; by investigation,
be $140.00.
This $40.00 Is shown on
however I
have ascertained the
page No. 444 as a rebate on
Journal
fact that unde,
te of December 11. 1901,
amount due by Mr. Otero."
$140.00 In
I have Investigated this matter and
eaab was amid and a
rebate of $5 00
"owed, which covers
find that JUMO in cash was received
the balance
wo to be due of
$145.00 in the re-- and was credited and $140.00 deposited With the Territorial Treasurer
The other Item of $00 was
but as $40.00 was charged up to mafor caring for the
cemeterv
...
.uwcis wnicb is in charge of the terial account I have done likewise
and charged Mr. Bursum with the
li,jari1 of Trade, and
it
$40.00.
na that this money was
paid by
.
Item No. 12. "Amount due for Smith
r
wnmin'a
OI Jra,s (O
Premier Typewriter No.
us overseeing the
convicts while
purchased per voucher No. 300, July
it work.
$0, M01, and In exchange for a
Account of Santa Fe County
Smith Premier No.
the forshown to be due $'95- by
mer number cannot be located.
or in failing to credit
cash payment
)f July 9 1501,
$92.23."
correct balance due
ugust 30 last, $2.20.
This typewriter was disposed of by
Mr. Bursum by trading same for a
Account of R. 11. Nogle:
To amount shown to
be due by re- - horse: the horse is today In service
ut the penitentiary and the typewriter
oy error In fa; ng
I3 In the possession of a Miss
,
cash payment made Jum ;
a clerk in the office of the Ter1904, of $1.1,1,
correct balance tn
1st 30 last, $7.00.
ritorial Engineer. See the testimony
of Marcelino Aldarette.
Account
f F. Garcia.
Balance shown to be $2; by error in Item No. 13. "Amount of check
& Holman. January 20, 19f3, not
'ailing to credit cash payment Octo- er In. 1904. i 2 00 Mr. Garcia',
entered oa cash book, but entered
ac
on Journal, page No. 38S, and then
count is balanced.
Account of Grant Rivenburg:
erased, $200.00."
In checking up this account I find
Balance shown to be due by report,
$109.07; failure to credit by
cash May that Anson & Holman were entitled
,
'n, jvc, ianure to credit by off !o this credit and I have accordingly
set tor ice, $100.40; correct balance charged Mr. Bursum with this amount.
August 30, according to books, $102
Item No. 14: "Amount of doube credit
,
With FttfAMMM
on payment to Colorado Fuel and
hi mis account ii:
checking over vouchers I found that
Iron Company per credit through
- contingent fund on Journal, page
under date of August, 1904, Mr. Rivenburg was given a voucher which he
No. 211, October 25, 1901, $38.72:
and Vou. No. 31C, War. No. 1049,
"i casn tor S188.4C; I caused
Nov. 29, 1901, $21.82; and Vou. No.
ir. Rivenburg to appear before me
300, War. No. 1018, Nov. 29, 1901,
uiwu oy nis testimony at$38.72."
tached. I find that he rendered a bill
or $:2.j.J5 which appears as vouche
This is correct and I have charged
o. i',", aten .March, 1904, and that Mr. Bursum with the amount, $38.72.
rrom that bill was deducted his ac Item No. 15. "Amount paid for one
whim and wire rope, per vou. No.
count at the penitentiary and leaving
a credit balance in his favor of $188.40
359, June, 1903, favor Hendrie &
for which he received a warrant and
BolthofT, $111.02; freight paid per
cash.
I have therefore
Journal, page No. 401, $10.50; total,
closed Mr.
ftivenburg's account and Instead of
$122.18."
This whim was purchased for the
owing $209.70, he owes the peniten
purpose of prospecting for coal near
tiary nothing.
the city of Santa Fe on the land of
Account of Dave Gonzales:
oiiiuuui siiowo oy report to be due, Jacob Weltmer, and the whim is still
$5.60; credit by error In forwarding standing at the prospect hole, unless
balance, $3.40; amount due August 30 same has been removed by
last, $2.20.
Trelfird.
Item No. 10.
"Amount of freight
Account of C. O. Luchenback:
claimed to have been paid, per cash
Anjr.'int shown to be due $30.90; by
book No. 1, page No. 10, Sept. 4. 1900,
failure to credit cash payment of $5,00
$250.00; and page No. 11, Oct. 10,
February 20, 190C.
1900, $113.00; total, $305.00.
No recAccount of Antonio Sandoval:
ord of freight bills and until proper
Amount shown to be due, $10; fallreceipt can be produced this amount
ure 10 credit cash payment, February
correctly stands as a debit to H. O.
1906, $10.00, account balanced.
Bursum "
Account of J. J. Rutherford:
These amounts were paid for freight
Amount shown to be due. $49.24; by
error in charging invoice 2324, $9.80; and Mr. Bursum has produced check
by error in bringing down balance of stubs showing payment.
This concluded the answering of all
$2.7'i; error In charging invoice 2751
items mentioned In the
$8.00, and further error of charging in the specific
voice 2756, $17.50; total amount of demand. Other items charged to Mr.
credits which were failed to be given Bursum In the report after having
Mr. Rutherford, $38.00, and leaving been investigated by the Attorney
his balance due August 30 last, $11.24; General were not deemed worthy to
and this amount has been paid and include in his first demand, the second demand for a lesser amount nor
settled by Mr. Rutherford since.
In the third demand which appears in
Account of E. F. Hobart:
Amount shown to be due, 80c; fail- the testimony of H. O. Bursum and
ure to charge Invoice 1163, $6.25; In which he paid under protest, but in
voice 11 so, $1.00; amount due August the accounts of bills receivable made
up by the former examiner, appears a
30, $11.03.
Account of Belen Commercial Club: debit to J. G. McNary of Las Vegas
Amount shown to be due, $420.00; for thirty thousand brick, amount of
These brick were shipped
In this amount Is included invoice same, $210.
sua tor $i4o.ou, this material was Mr. McNary who was secretary of the
furnished the Belen Commercial Club Y. M. C. A., no charge was made for
after retirement of Mr. Bursum and these brick, but same were a donashould not be charged to him, and tion to the Young Men's Christian Ashe credit balance with which he was sociation of Las Vegas, who were
building a home by subscriptions. The
chargeable was $280.00.
invoices for this material were, thereAccount of L. A. Hughes:
fore, not entered upon the books of
Balance shown to be due, 75c; failAttorney General
ure to charge $8.05 for hides pur- the penitentiary.
Reld had this matter up and was
chased and failure to credit a like
amount paid in cash February 5, 1906, thoroughly familiar with the facts and
for that reason failed to make a
leaving balance due, 75c, and which
charge. Also In the list made up of
has since been paid by Mr. Hughes.
bills receivable appears an Item of
Account of Edward Lempke:
charge of $150.00 against the city of
Amount shown to be due, $280.00; Santa Fe, which does not appear upon
to failure to charge Invoice 1047,
the books of Mr. Bursum, nor were
$80.00; Invoice 1103, $52.00; Invoice bills
ever rendered the city.
Of
1109, $110.50; Invoice 1111, $102.50;
course the proper way to have treated
Invoice 1138, $80.00;
1199,
invoice
both of these Items would have been
$90.00; error in charging invoice 1578 to
have charged the material and
charged as $05.00, when same should then
rebated back on account of dohave been charged at $105.00; error nation,
thus making a clear record.
in cnarging invoice 1838, charged as The item
for material furnished Gov$70.00, Bhould be $100.00.
ernor Otero from Dudrow, $26.46, and
Account of the United States Indian paid
for by the penitentiary was not
School:
included in the general summary of
Balance shown, $34.52; by errors In amounts due by H. O. Bursum,
but
falling to charge Invoice 1102, $08.91; was
Included in the final demand
Invoice 1104, $70.73; Invoice 1107,
made by Mr. Reld and paid under pro$68.88; invoice 1110, $27.65; Invoice
test. I think this a proper charge and
1122, $12.50; Invoice 1128, $7.81; Inaccordingly charged Mr. Bursum with
voice
1143,
$43.00;
Invoice
1145, that amount, although at the
time the
$146.25; Invoice 1148, $40.00; invoice
material was furnished, the building
1165, $7.81; Invoice 1166, $23.80; Inon which It was used and occupied as
voice 1168, $6.25; Invoice 1178, $92.40; a residence belonged
not to Otero, but
Invoice
1179,
$39.20; Invoice 1182, to the City Board of
Education, and if
$27.46; to error In entering Invoice bill should be rendered
it should be to
2928 as $2.00 should be $21.00; differthat organization. However, as I say,
ence should be $19.00, making a total I have charged Mr. Bursum with
the
amount 01 aeDits omitted, $700.66; on amount With reference to the
e
credit side by error in posting in- - Nary account and the city of Santa Fe
IS

th

$37.00.

Account of H. P. Brown:
Amount of balance shown, $047.42;
failure to charge Invoice No. 1218,
$105.00; error by failure of credit cash

payment December 13, 1902, $75.40,
and a further credit of $571.02, which
Is not shown by the books, but for
which I am able to furnish proof pos
Itlve of its payment and have there
fore credited Mr. Brown with this ad
ditional amount and leaving a balance
due to the penitentiary from Mr.
Brown under date of August 30 last,
$100.00 instead of $017.12.
Account of Antonio J. Oriiz:
While It happens that the balance
as shown by the report and the bal
anee due on August 30 last are tlif.
same, yet n this account the expert
made errors by failing to charge in

voice No. 1445, $3.00; Invoice 2007.
$2.40; amounting to $7.40; and failins
to credit Mr. Ortiz with
cash payment of $7.40 paid November 20, 1901.
Account of E. Hart:
Balance shown to be due by report, $37.40; error by failure to give
credit on account of error in charging
invoice No. 2290, $1.40; correct tal

anee August 30 last, $30.00.
Account of Pat Lopez:
Balance shown to be $10.00; error
in failing to credit Mr. Lopez by cash
payment made Febraury 20, I90C, of
the same amount. In this case an attempt was made to collect this money
of Mr. Lopez, he held receipt signed
by Mr. R. C. Carrett, assistant superintendent, for the amount. Mr. Lopez
called on Mr. Garrett and Mr. Garrett
furnished him with another $10 to
pay the account. Mr. Lopez paid this
money Into the penitentiary and later
on It was discovered 'hat the account
had already been paid once and Mr.
Lopez was given back the $10.00.
Account of A. Lacasalne:
Amount shown to be due by report, $13.25; error In falling to credit
this account by an
of like
amount under date of July 25. 1901;
ir. jacasalne s account hat' oeen balanced since July 25, 1901.
Account of S. Spitz:
Amount of balance as shown Dy report $267.83; error by falling to credit
Mr. Spitz by brick returned under
date of May 31, 1901, oí $33.00, leaving his balance due of $234.83; since
August 30 last Mr. Spitz has settled
his account and In that settlement he
failed to receive credit for this
Account of Simon Nusbaum:
Amount of balance as shown by report, 15.70; to errors in falling to
charge Mr. Nusbaum with Invoice No.
1.88; Invoice 1094, $1.88; in1036,
voice 1096, $1.98; invoice 1112, $3.13;
invoice 1126, $4.68; making a total of
off-s-
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New Meileo penitentiary a
Territorial pmuc'irj to tbe
re fMrmrmtt recardiag ent of lb
attache i
req-plant and other property wm
brirb
tbe
commencing
year
during
tbe
be
us- - male by Mr Bir.u With re
a
MM
approximately
day
of
12th
tbe
May.
until
Q. Haw rom a
c tb
pilausjen.
tard to that part of the report dealiag lay of
per maintaining at leant 19
with peruaaeat taproreawat funds April. IM. meJsjalve; eoverlag a
I if
laereaslag tbe malateaanee yon wrote tbe
without
years,
and
anDroxhaately
seven
salary, genera. U.A of
ani titer fund, tuca
receiving aay special kindly prodace H.
or
appropriation
of
City
aulateaaace. árenle route, permanent I am tbe present Mayor of tbe
A. Tarn, air.
appropriation therefor?
lmprotement. etc.. no doubt the Bg Socorro
Wit new bare prodaCM copy
convex,
la
A
Tea
that
Q
state briefly the condi
ure ai vea on saae In former report
tbe peni- letter which is oCefwd la evMenee ,,
which
appropriation
special
are correct as they were copied from tion of the New Mexico penitentiary
received durlag tbe time I tacked hereto, aad marked Exhibit ; ,
either the books m :be ofBce of tbe at the time yon became the superin- tentiary
Q. Then. If I understand you. ; (
ua ,n,rrlnleBdent was one ror
recite
and
Institution,
Reof
that
tendent
Territorial Auditor or Treasurer.
$8.000 In payment of ernor Hagerman replied to your
for
one
and
000
made
were
that
changes
man
axe briefly tbe
garding the charges of ra :i
terlal furnished the Territory iot ter declining to permit yon to ha
meat. Mr. Bursum has stated bis side during your management if any there
Institutions. There were sev person to participate la the Investiga
other
of the case in bla testimony. 1 have were?
In which the appropriation Hon of the books?
years
eral
not attempted to go Into these mat
A. At the time I took charge of the
A. Yen, air.
reason of the fact tnai
by
short
fell
ters as the question of money was penitentiary there were approximately
Q. SUte whether or not you know
not produce the amount
not Involved and only irregularities K" inmates: the Territorial appropria the levy did
the person who waa employed by G
attempted to be provided.
and mismanagement charged.
amounted
tion for maintenance
of
Hagerman to audit and tai
Q. During your administration
in the sum of $30.000. The
penitentiary what Is gate the books of the peniten tin
Mexico
New
the
GENERAL
eon
ASSISTANT ATTORNEY
earning power of the penitentiary
be- during your administration?
known as the Scenic Highway
GORTNER MAKES STATEMENT
sisted principally of receipts from the
A. I have never met the ana
of Santa Fe and Las
cities
the
tween
feileral government for the support
partially man. He was not a resident of New
Shortly after I was appointed, ref- of I'nited States prisoners. In addi- Veeas was conceived and
was It Mexico, but I understand lived
eree Hon. R. C. Gortner. Assistant At tion to the revenue derived from such completed by convict labor,
in Colorado.
His name la
torney General and District Attorney support of United States prisoners. not?
A. Yes. sir; I built approximately ported to be Francia M. McMahon.
for the counties of Santa Fe and Taos, there wa3 what Is known as a horseQ. When and how did you first
miles of road; the original surnotified me by written communication power,
brick machine; the fifteen
made learn of tbe results of thla alleged inthat he would like to appear before total earniug power at that time In vey of the Santa Fe end was
undrr my personal direction, and fori vestigation?
me and be heard regarding matters cluding the support of federal prisonA. I do not remember
the exact
In
de
first two years there was oni
the
the
forth
set
one
The
ers, sale of brick and lime, amounted
date, but believe It waa in Bepte romand and which he as district attor- approximately to $3,000 per annum. appropriated the sum of $5,000,
of which was allotted to the Las bar, 1906. The first information I reiney. had presented to the grand jury
Shortly after taking charge of the pen
of Santa Fe County at Its September. itentiary I found that In order to ob- Vegas end, the other to the Santa ceived of It was from the Albuquerque
which
Fe end. This sum Included surveys Morning
1900. session. In res;onse I no: only
tain a market for the product which
with a special supplement 'he
all other expenditures.
and
Invited him to be present, but also
made
principally of brick
consisted
use
for
day before the Territorial Republican
q. please state what other
urged that if possible he "ecure the
the prisoners it was necessary and
presence of Mr. McMahon, and that by
Territorial purposes you made of the Central Committee met at Albuquer
to install a more modern
essen:ial
during the period you were que, which special supplement
if possible he obtain for me all the
to produce a product convicts
plan: in ord-eseveral pages of closely print t d
original figures on which the exam which would cocintand ready sale in - ii r;u:endent?
with glaring headlines de
A. i furnished labor for the bulld- matter
iner made his report In order to us
proceed
I
Capitol.
me as a thief and embez'., r,
nouncing
Territorial
as a text. This he was unable to dc. :ti
at
the
a
rr
of
Jw
parcha!
:,:
tinte fa
you were in and conveyed the impression that the
time
During
the
Q.
but Mr. Gortner has been to the office the
ü'í.
rurctiií
aa: izl
In the
accounts
charge of the penitentiary please shortage
several times during the progress 0'.
would
appU-i-- i
a:: a
this examination and result of whici
state what part you took personally ir. amount to $70,000 or $80,000. This
'
á
i
ji
is probably best explained by the fol- ;::ervisine and conducting its busi same matter I afterwarda learned was
r.'iirs eh iajnr wil in nnring order ness?
lowing communication which I am
telegraphed to the East and V t,
approxi
ct
.
;r:d:cln?
earacry
i
structed to hand you by Mr. Go::r.er day
A. I took charge of everything North and South, to all newspapers
: :
tri.'s
;
together with my report:
force of the
:ti :r::' p.int other than the mere matter of detail which the working
were able to reach.
to build a dry kiln of the running of the penitentiary.
vis
"July 11, 1907."
Q. State if you know or if you have
Q. In regard to your accounts state
vís -a- i-i ujon the standard
"Hon. Frank W. Parker, Associate
re- í.:j rcodem brick burning kr.ns what provision you made for the keep- heard how the
Justice, Las Cruces, N. M.
plans and ing cf the same and the conducting of ceived the copy of the alleged expert's
under
built
were
(In Re. H. O. Bursum vs. Territory cf
.5 made out by Mr. R. C. vour books and whether or not you report and the person or persons who
New Mexico.)
subsequently became m did this work personally or by book rave It to them?
who
''Uflar GIr' Ttfif í.r- n r trt rftr" O liili-.in- :
A. I understand that the said report
The tota! keepers employed by you?
superintendent
Referee Safford, I wish to make you valuation of the plant as now installed
A. I never personally kept any ol was delivered either In person or by
the following statement:
he accounts of the penitentiary. I em- the personal authority of Governor
v.i been rated by men of experience
"As district attorney for 5ar.!a Ft i; a valuation varying from $60,000 tc ployed and designated persons for that Hagerman and that he arranged to
County, the 'McMahon Report' wa
parpóse. It would have been utterly have 20,000 copies of this supplement
also other Improvements a
placed in my nanos m
in value $30,000 to $40.000, impossible with the many duties In sent out to the various newspapers of
1900, and I conducted an investigatioa including walls of the new cell house. cimbent upon the superintendent foi the Territory free of charge for circuthereon before the grand jury, into t ower house, stock, etc. A small por him to have attempted to personally lation and that all papers of both pothe financial affairs of the peniten tion of this expense was derived ou; supervise tlie keeping of the accounts. litical parties that were willing to actiary. I also later assisted Attorney of what is known as the permanent
Q.
State whether or not you were cept the same for circulation were
General Reid In making certain d
improvement fund which was raised "te su: erintendent cf the New Mexico furnished with such copies; and that
mands on Mr. Bursum. which, by said from the sale of lands belonging to penitentiary at the time H. J. Hager lovernor Hagerman also caused 600
pen',
of
I do not recall lh
report and the
;
man was inaugurated as Governor of typewritten copies of this report to be
tentiary. appeared to be due the Ter mri amount realized, but believe '.he Territory?
made and sent out from his office,
ritory. After Mr. Reld had ceased to Ibat e irme did not exceed 124,00
which reports were mailed from the
A. Yes, sir.
be attorney general, and after the a
undi r
The balance of the expenditure was
Q. At that time what political posi- office of Governor Hagerman
pointment of Mr. Safford as referee made out of and from the earninrs tion was you holding, and what posl and by his personal direction to perherein, I wrote the referee stating of the penitentiary, derived from the tion are you now holding, If any?
sons in various parta of the Territhat I wished to call his attention to sale of brick and lime from the in
tory.
A. I was, and am chairman of Ji
the items, points and matters on stalled plant. There were numerous Terriiorial Republican Central Com
Q. State whether or not you rewhich I had acted as stated; and Mr. other improvements which were made
mittce.
ceived a copy of that report or any
would
opportunity
replied
Safford
that
during my Incumbency In office.
Q. After Governor Hagerman was letter from Governor Hagerman
or
be given me to do so.
among which I might mention a con inaugurated state whether or not you any other person connected with oí
"I have therefore these reasons, dur tinuous lime kiln, a Corliss engine
had any conversation with him with in charge of the affairs of the Terriing the progress of his work at vari rock crusher, an addition to the enreference to being relieved of your tory about the result of the Investigaous times examined into the same and gine house, the purchase of additional
duties as superintendent of the peni- tion prior to its publication in the
have called to his attention each and grounds upon which was erected
tentiary, and if so kindly state the newspapers?
every item which had appeared to me modern brick residence for the use
A. I did not
substance of such conversation.
to indicate a shortage in said ac of the penitentiary, additional boilers
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Did you ever at any time reShortly after he was
counts. I have now examined the and pumps, wagons, horses, mules, the inaugurated in January, 1900, I told ceive a copy of
the alleged report of
completed work with a view to deter necessary equipment for transporting Governor Hagerman that I would like
investigation?
mining whether or not the referee has clay from the clay banks to the peni to retire from the penitentiary some- the
A. I did not except the one I menof the accounts tentiary and which clay was first used
included in his
time during the summer; that the tioned as having been printed In the
to
vit
I
wish,
therefore,
the said items.
for the purpose of making paving
first day of July, 190G, would be a columns of the
state to you, hereby, that in the ac rifled brick. Whether or no the plant convenient time for me to
Q. Were your accessible and was
retire, il
counts and statements as made by so installed was a paying proposition agreeable, but that if he
desired my your postoffice address known at the
the referee, he has Included and to the penitentiary can best be ascer resignation tbe same
would be forth- time of the completloa of the report?
charged each and every one of the said tained bv consulting the treasurer's coming at any
time upon request.
A. Yes, sir.
I was at Socorro,
disputed items, and the same are em receipts from convicts earnings Governor Hagerman
stated at that which place had been my home and
braced and taken up in the sums total while the receipts from these source
time that he would prefer to let the postoffice address for the past twelve
of debit and credit set forth in his during the year 1S99 and preceding
matter rest for the time being. He years.
exam
I
not
Of
course,
have
report
years was less than $700.00 per month never requested my
resignation, but
Q. You saj; that this alleged report
report,
nor
ined minutely the entire
on an average, the receipts taken at from
time to time through my friends was published
t
verified the figures and additions; but random for the first five months of I
in the
would hear intimations that he deso far as the disputed items are con the year 1903 show that there were
the day before the meeting of the
sired my resignation, but would noi
Republican Central Committee at Acerned, and so far as the items arc turned into the Territorial treasury 18k for it. Wheu I
found that he lbuquerque.
concerned cn which I based the in an average of $1,900 per month. For really
What action, If any, did
desired to dispense with my
vestigation in the grand jury, they are the year 1906 there was turned in dur
the Republican Central
Committee
services,
although
he
had declined to
charged against Mr. Bursum by the ing the same period an average of $2, so
upon the alleged report?
request, I immediately tendered m take
they
in
all instances where
403.00 per month. For the year 1901
referee,
A. The committee, without solicresignation to take effect the 2nd day
should be so charged. If the referee's there was turned in to the Territorial
of April, or as soon thereafter as itation on my part, refused to believe
totals are correct, then Mr. Bursum Treasurer for the same period an av
convenient, not exceeding ten days. the contents of the sensational report
did cot owe the Territory of New erage of $2,992.27 per month. This
My reason for desiring to have held and unanimously endorsed me.
Mexico the items which were pre conclusively shows, in my judgment
Q. What subsequent
steps were
the position until the first day of
sented before the grand Jury as evi that the plant wa a successful ven
for the purpose of enabling me taken upon this report, if any?
dence of shortages against him.
ture and a paying proposition to the to arrange with
competent persons for
"Very respectfully,
Territory. As a matter of fact the a thorough
FAIL TO INDICT HIM
auditing
of the accounts
(Signed) "R. C. GORTNER,
only earning power of the New Mex during
ON EMBEZZLEMENT CHARGE.
my administration,
covering
"District Attorney."
ico penitentiary today is the brick
whole term of seven years of my
the
In conclusion will say that I have making plant, which was entirely con
A. Without
having been served
tenure in office. No complete audit
used every means to make this exam structed and built and market devel
with any copy of the alleged report
ever
had
been
made
by
any
person
ination as thorough as possible, and oped for the product during my ad
of the Investigation and without any
have spared neither time nor labor, ministration, and for which no special fully qualified to do that class of demand for any purported shortages,
work,
in
but
view
of the Governor's
and I' herewith transmit my full de appropriation was ever provided by
directly or Indirectly, Governor Hagtailed report as mentioned above to- ihe Legislative Assembly or any form wishes indirectly Imparted to me erman proceeded in an attempt to segether with ledger
by me of special tax levied for the purpose through my friends that he desired to cure an indictment against me for
another person to the office
and balance sheets, also all testimony of meeting such expense. Our experi appoint
I felt that I could
not continue to embezzlement. The district attorney's
of witnesses which I have caused to ence during the first four years in
office, after examining into the eviserve
under
the
circumstances.
appear before me, together with the the
business was one of
Q.
At
the
time
that Governor Hag dence did not believe that the same
petty ledger compiled by the former constant struggling for existence and
rewould justify an
examiner as well as his statement, all efforts to make ends meet. The re erman accepted your resignation, did fused to attempt indictment and one
to secure
of which are respectfully submitted fractory qualities of the clay was hard he do so by letter?
thereon. Thereupon Governor Hager
A. Yes, sir.
for your consideration.
to overcome and understand in order
man removed the then district attorQ. Have you that letter?
If so,
Respectfully,
to produce a marketable product
ney, Mr. E. C. Abbott and appointed
please
produce
it.
C. V. SAFFORD,
There was no ready market for those
Mr. R.
Gortner as district attorney
A. Yes, sir.
years for the product of the peniten
Referee.
with specific Instructions
to take
(Witness
here
produces
On the 27th day of June, A. D. 1907 tiary. The reputation of the peniten
letter which
charge of the prosecution and secure
I caused to appear before me H. O. tiary brick was anything but good is offered in evidence and made a part
an indictment against me. The GovBursum for the purpose of testifying The price that could be obtained was of his testimony and which is marked
ernor became extremely zealous in an
in the cause under investigation, and much less than that of other products Exhibit 1.)
attempt to secure the Indictment. His
Q. When did you receive the
on the said 27th day of June, at the for sale in the commercial markets at
first
hour of 10 o'clock a. m. at my office other points. Brick was sold at $3.50 information about the desire of the appointee, Captain of the Mounted Poin the Capitol Building In the City per thousand, paving brick sold for Governor to have all of your accounts lice Fred Fornoff, went to the chief
deputy sheriff of the County of Santa
of Santa Fe, personally appeared H $6.00 per thousand. It was therefore audited?
Fe, Hon. R. L. Baca, who afterwards
O. Bursum, accompanied by his coun no easy task to overcome the preju
became Speaker of the House of Repsel, H. M. Dougherty, and who being dice which existed against the class M'MAHON INVESTIGATION
WAS KEPT SECRET. resentatives, to get him to use his inby me first duly sworn on his oath of brick which had theretofore been
fluence with the grand Jury to proproduced at the penitentiary by the
testified as follows:
A. I never received any
C. V. SAFFORD,
notice cure an indictment, saying that the
old appliances, which had formerlybeen in use. At the time I left the from Governor Hagerman, either dl Governor stated that if he could not
Referee.
penitentiary paving brick was selling rectly or Indirectly that he desired or secure an indictment against me he
MR. BURSUM TESTIFIES
at $10.00 per thousand and common intended to make any Investigation. was a goner." You understand that
I give this testimony upon
IN HIS OWN BEHALF. brick at $7.00 per thousand, with The first intimation that I received
the direct
ready market for more than the peni- was entirely from outside sources statement, made to me by different
sometime in July, 1906. The first au- parties, who are ready and willing to
Examination by Mr. Dougherty.
tentiary could produce.
thentic word I had that anv investí. state the same udder oath. I might
Q. State your name. age. occupa
Q. If I understand you, at the time
tion was -goinz- on wan ím
also say that about ten days prior to
tion and place of residence.
"
you took charge of the penitentiary
M3 hUJ
Mr. Newcomb, who was then clerlr
the publication of the report a letter
A. H. O. Bursum. fortv vears old. there were about 160
prisoners, and the
penitentiary, and for which of- - was shown me stating that unless I
stock raiser, resld at Socorro New the appropriation made annually for
tense I was
Mexico.
maintenance was approximately $30, comb was Informed that Mr. New. would retire as chairman of the ReQ. How long have you been a resi 000. At
peremptorily discharged. publican Central Committee, an Inyou
time
the
left the penitendent of New Mexico?
tiary you had how many prisoners, .i twins mai me understanding was vestigation of my administration of
that this Investigation should hB on. tne penitentiary
A. For twenty-siyears.
would be demanded,
and what was the appropriaton for
tirely secret and that under no cir- but it t would agree to
Q. What official positions have von
retire that I
maintenance?
cumstances was I to know that such would be helped out
held, if any. during vonr residence In
in every way pos
A.
Approximately 260 to 270 pris investigation wa In
thla Territory?
progress.
Bible. This
waa signed by Will
oners; and up to within five months
y. When you learned of this in. Robinson, ofletter
A. 1 was Sheriff of Socnrrn rVinntv preceding my
RoswelL the home town
retirement the annual vestigation what, if anything, did
during the years 1895, 1896, 1897 and appropriation
nn of Governor Hagerman,- - and I believe
remained the same
do, with reference to talking with
1898; was a member of the Territor $30,000.
or It waa an Inspired letter.
For the years 1906 and 1907 writing to Governor Hagerman?
ial Legislative Council from the dis the appropriation was fixed
Q.
$35,000
at
a. as soon as I learned of the in. If so Have you a copy of such letter?
trict composed of Socorro and Slcrm annually.
kindly produce it?
vestigation
I
addressed
a, letter to
counties during the Thirty-thir(Wltneaa here produces letter which
Leg
Q. Then, if I understand the effect
. Governor
HimmiM
islative Assembly; was superintend of your statement you have aecuredn'uh
Is offered in evidence and which Is
an expert Mmgrtnt,
as
hereto attached, marked Exhibit i.)
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Re Id,
nrellmlnary to
P- -tlol
apta me tor
formal
due the Territory he rn.de
demand of me to pay tato the Terri
amount stated Id
torial treasury the
said letter.

Kladly produce
(Here witness produces copy of receipt and copy of the additional demand which Is offered as evidence
and which is hereto attached, marked
Exhibits 7 and 8 respectively.)
Q. What steps, If any. did you
sub
sequently take to have an adjustment
ui your accounts made?
A. During the sixty days following
.ue aaie oi the payment to the Territorial treasurer, which I have mentioned, my time was very much occupied with reference to matters
con
nected with the Territorial election
which occupation was caused by reason of holding the position of chairman of the Republican Central Committee. Thereafter the Legislature in
session at Santa Fe passed a bill entitled "An Act relating to the settlement of accounts of public officers,"
which bill became law upon the 14th
day of March, A. D. 1907. The passage of this bill was bitterly fought
by Governor Hagerman and everyone
connected with him and friendly to
his administration within and without
the Legislative Assembly in order to
prevent me from securing a judicial
accounting. The bill finally passed
and the records show that the Gov
ernor refused to sign the act, although he allowed It to become a law
by limitation, after having learned
that more than
of the Legislature favored its passage and which
majority could not be broken by the
usual connivance which had theretofore been pursued by Governor Hagerman. Upon the 15th day of March of
said year I instituted a suit for the
settlement of my accounts, being this
proceeding.
Q. Then, if I understand you, Immediately upon the passage of a law
permitting the court to judicially pass
upon the question of your accounts,
and while Governor Hagerman was
still in office, you filed this suit asking for an immediate adjudication and
auditing of your accounts for the entire period that you were superintendent of the New Mexico penitentiary?
A. Yes, sir; and I wanted all of my
accounts to be Investigated, those
upon which the statute of limitations
had run as well as the new accounts.
I desired nothing reserved as I wished
a full, fair and complete examination,
not desiring to take any technical advantage of the Territory, which might
have been done under the provisions
of law. This for three reasons: First,
that I had entire confidence in the
fact that nothing was due the Territory; second, I deemed it proper aul
due to myself and the public that ail
transactions be fully investigated and
determined; third, a moral obligation
In my judgment is stronger and moie
binding than any technical provisij.i
of the law.
NEFARIOUS INUENDOES TO

i;

i.roduce

Tee, air.

It

linesi here produce latter and
otters same In eTldeoca, hereto at
t
nd marked Exhibit S.)
n State what, If anything you did
4ftiT receiving thla letter and jour
:i tor so doing?
ft
'A

INGLORIOUS ATTEMPT TO
DISCREDIT HIM POLITICALLY
my attorney
I arranged with
A
Immediately upon receipt of said letpay Into
ter in go to Santa Fe and
protest, any and
the treasury under
might be
ail amounts of money that
demanded by the said attorney genMy
eral on behalf of the Territory.
reason for doing this were that I did
brought against
not want any suit
I
elthi r myself or my bondsmen.
nothknew that I owed the Territory
ing an believed that upon- an lmparI,
tlal auditing oi my wwuuuw n umu
Terbe found that I had overpaid the
ritory. However, the matter of auditing and adjusting the accounts would
be he work of several months, as It
would of necessity cover the entire
I
period of my admlnistartlon.
i
then, and I believe now, that
Governor Hag-erma- n
kt was the intention of
and those immediately associated with him to attempt to disTercredit me before the people of the
ritory of New Mexico and to defeat
the Keimblican candidate for delegate
to Congress; and had I not paid the
amounts demanded that they would
have at once instituted a suit, not for
the purpose of adjusting the accounts,
but purely and solely for political reasons, as it was then the beginning of
the campaign which as chairman of
the Republican Central Committee it
was my duty to manage and direct.
It would have been Impossible before
tht election to have had the matter
deti mined and a decision rendered.
For that reason I cared not whether
the demand was for $1.00 or for S10,-- I
o.
i would have paid it, reserving my rights and have the matter
judicially passed upon and a proper

two-thir-

ascertainment made thereafter. Had
I
permitted this suit to have been
filed I firmly believe It would have
in temporarily discrediting me
and defeating the Republican candidate fur Delegate to Congress and possibly defeating a Republican Legislature. I bad abundant reasons, based
upon facts which have since been confirmed, that Governor Hagerman and
those associated with him had entered
into a conspiracy for the purpose of
defeating and destroying, If possible,
the it' publican organization and its
candidates for office. It is a notorious
fact that those persons most closely
allied with Governor Hagerman were
secretly, and some of them openly,
using very effort at their command to
defeat the election of "Delegate
vs. Al o to defeat the election of
every Republican candidate
for the
Legislative Assembly whom they sus
pected might not do their bidding as
members of the Legislature.
Wherever it was impossible for Governor
Hagerman and his associates to control the Republican conventions, they
either promoted fusion tickets under
the cloak of good government for the
purpose of fighting the Republicans
openly, or In the absence of their ability to form such an opposition party,
they would secretly and underhanded-luse their influence In favor of the
Democrats
where such Democrats
were Known to be friendly to Governor Hagerman and his administration.
There is no doubt in my mind that
tad I permitted this suit to have been
brought. Governor Hagerman
would
have caused, In order to further his
Policy of destruction and defeat of the
Republican party, copies of this sui:
to have been printed
without number
and stuttered broadcast
This would
probably have been done in a semiofficial way, lending the moral guar
antee of Governor Hagerman as to the
Justification for the bringing of said
Wit.
Such a proceeding until finally
adjudicated can be readily understood
would have been highly prejudicial,
not only to myself personally, but to
the interests of
the party, whose
"airman I had the honor of being
and whose Interests were at stake at
that particular time and would have
been the means of calling
forth a verdict of the people based upon the
biased and unjustified charges pre-

BESMIRCH

HIS CHARACTER.

desire to make a short explanation with reference to another matter: Certain individuals, whose time
seemed to have been principally occupied in saying unpleasant things
and circulating rumors with infamous
Inuendos, one of these persons being
a notorious meddler and disturber of
his neighbor's tranquility, who resides in San Antonio, New Mexico,
and others of the same Ilk, who were
evidently short on political assets nnd
anxious to accumulate political capital and build up their political fortunes at the expense of others and by
inuendo besmirch the character of
persons who happen to be in public
life and thus attempt to steal thunder
and convert the same to their political use. These people have causr-gossip to be circulated to the effect
that while I was superintendent ol
the penitentiary that I cause! shipments of lumber and materials to bo
made to San Antonio, New Mexico,
which were converted to my personal
use, for my ranches and for the Carthage mines, and that said lumber, materials, etc., were paid for out of penitentiary funds. This gosBip so far as
relates to the payment of any material out of penitentiary funds Is absolutely false and without foundation.
It Is true that a shipment of lumber
was at one time made by the American Lumber Company, Albuquerque,
to San Antonio, New Mexico, which
shipment was billed to the New MexNew
ico penitentiary, San Antonio,
Mexico; It Is also true that Fairbanks,
ColoMorse & Company, of Denver,
of
rado, at one time made a shipment
steel tanks from
billed to the New
San Antonio; wey bu
windmills In the same manner; it
Bolthoff, of
also true that Hendrle and
two
Denver at one time shipped
pem- sented
whims, billed to the New Mexico
tentlary, Cerillos, New Mexico. These
HAS CONSULTATION
goods were ordered by H. O. Bursum.
WITH
timo
FORMER ATTORNEY GENERAL. who happened to be at the same
superintendent of the New Mexico
QState whether or not yon wrote penitentiary. They were paid for mi
my personU
any letter to
the attorney general in of my personal funds, by
response to the letter demanding the checks, which checks I still retain.
peniPayment of these amounts.
The billing to the New Mexico was
mentioned
A
points
Yes, sir; I did.
tentiary at the
QKindly produce a copy of such an error upon the part of the shippers,
atletter, if you have
and which tact was called to tholr
It
(Here witness produces copy of let tention at the time and which errors
reason
er which is offered
in evidence, and 'can only be accounted for by
material
such
ordering
hich is hereto attached, marked
f
the letters
Mbit 6.)
having been written upon penitentiary
would-keQ
These energetic,
State what steps, If any. were stationary.
,
by your attorney in meeting the be detectives who caused these mía-aidemand.
mons inuendoa to he circulated
brand
A. Under my
Instructions my at- - which they calculated would
easily
tomey Immediately went
hav
might
"grafter,"
Fe'me
a
as
Santa
to
and interviewed the attorney general, ascertained the facts In the premises
bo has sen tn
tnr nhrait h eonsnltlns: the books of the shlphow,
18,392.59
ascertain
and upon my attorney reach-- ! pers and therefrom
tag there
he demanded the sum of when, by whom and In what manner
This
12.475.33 In addition thereto, but En-- these materials were paid for.
ally cnnruij
i. nhsurd uuon its face, were
aiiho
ere not legally due from me and these materials and goods mentioned
Insisted upon the payment of IJ.470.38. to have been purloined at the expense
Tbis amount my attorney paid Into of the Territory can any sane man
'be treasury protesting this amount believe that they would have been
r anv amnnn
- t H.m chinned In ooen. broad daylight, di- or owing and
that the same had been récted to the New Mexico penitentiary
unlawfully demanded, and paying the at San Antonio and Cerrillos f Would
ame under nmtt
!
and ihi! not have been consigned to my
Jl'y reserving all rights and remedies personal order T Leaving aside this
therein.
phase of the question, what object
I
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salt to collect It, (or I have always
ease) ready aad wiBlag to have all my
accounts thoroughly Investigated, aad
tlary, at a point where a peat- U It saoald be shows that I am
teotlary existed? The freight rate to
la say amount that I was
the penitentiary was and to the sum
ready to at once pay the same.
as to any Individual. The credit of
la the keeplag of the accounts of
the penitentiary was ta bo way
the penitentiary, 1 of course was, as
seeded. It was simply one of those
every warden has been end will be,
errors which often occurs in commer
compelled to depend upon the accurclal transactions, on the part of hasty
acy of those keeping the books of the
shipping clerks, falling to read the
institution, snd I hare every reason
contents of an order, but simply take
to believe and do now believe, that
note of the letter-head- .
'.hose who kept the books during my
COPIES OF EXHIBITS
administration did so with accuracy;
WITH
REPORT.
FILED
however when it was intimated by ru- (EXHIBIT I.)
mor lnat It was desirable that the
Territory of New Mexico.
books of the penitentiary should be
Office of the Executive,
audited, I at once tendered to the
Santa Fe, March 19, 190C
Governor of this Territory the serHerbert J. Hagerman,
vices of a qualified person familiar
Governor.
with the affairs of the penitentiary to
Sir: I have received your letter of
act at my expense In conjunction with
March 19th, accompanying your res
or assist any person or persons who
ignation as Superintendent of the
might be chosen by the Territory, and
New Mexico Penitentiary, which res
if It was found that there was any
Ignation you desire should take effect
inaccuracy in the books or that I was
on April 2d, 190C, or as soon there
In any manner indebted to the Terri
after, not exceeding ten days, as may
tory that I would abide by the result
be convenient for me to appoint your
of such investigation.
successor. You also advise me that
Your letter being the first communi
in case of your absence at any time,
cation which has been directed to me
you have instructed your assistant,
in connection of the auditing of the
Mr. R. C. Garrett, to turn over the
books of the penitentiary, I therefore
management of the Institution to your
take this occasion to say that I stand
suc
duly appointed and qualified
ready and willing to pay over to the
cessor.
Territory every cent which may be
In handing you herewith the formal
found to be due to it from myself. To
acceptance of your resignation from
that end I authorize H. M. Dougherty
a position which you have occupied
to meet with you in Santa Fe, and if
for the past seven years, and which
it appears cn the face of the books or
you will leave accompanied by the
otherwise that any mistakes have
best wishes of the people of New
been made, or that I am in any manMexico, I beg to add my personal apner Indebted to the Territory, I author,
preciation of the Improvement and adize him at once to pay in such amount.
vancement which have taken place in
Ycu appreciate the fact that as to any
the penitentiary while it has been
1285.56
mistakes in bookkeeping, if any there
under your charge. I also desire to The following amounts dran
be, that I am dependent entirely upon
extend to ycu my own best wishes
frcm the general maintenthe books of the institution and therefor your futuro success and welfare.
ance fund of the Territory
fore request that you permit my reYour unusual personal qualities
nd
Nov. 30, 1902, for which you
presentative to examine with you to
your broad acquaintance can
us, 3
have taken credit on the cash
alleged Items which are said to have
for the best interests and highest welbook, but with which you
been incorrectly charged or omitted.
fare of the people of New Mexico.
have not charged yourself . .$152.27 I am,
I have the honor to be,
The amount of a warrant or
Very truly yours,
Most respectfully yours,
treasury draft received from
H. O. BURSUM,
H. J. HAGERMAN,
the United States Govern
PAYS MONEY ALLEGED
Honorable H. O. Bursum,
ment about Nov. 10, 1903, for
DUE UNDER PROTEST.
Superintendent of the New Mexica
which you have taken credit
(EXHIBIT VI.)
Penitentiary, Santa Fe, New Mexon the cash book, but with
Santa Fe, N. M., October 2, 1906.
ico.
which you have not charged
Hon. J. H. Vaughn,
(EXHIBIT J3.)
$899.33
yourself
Territorial Treasurer,
Socorro, New Mexico, July 31, i'JOG
An amount received by you
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
H. O. BURSUM,
from G. W. Bond and BrothDear Sir The Hon. W. C. Reíd, AtStock Raiser.
ers, or the money equivalent
torney General of the Territory of
Honorable H. J. Hagerman,
thereto for which you have
New Mexico, has demanded of H. O.
Governor of New Mexico.
taken credit on the cash
of the Territorial
Bursum,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
book, but with which you
penitentiary, thé sum of Two ThousI
or
day
Sir:
have within the last
have not charged yourself. .$677.23 and Four Hundred Seventy dollars
two received some letters with refer- The amount of a payment made
cents, and threatens
and thirty-eigh- t
ence to penitentiary accounts.
It
by A. W. Anson of Albuquerto institute suit against the said H. O.
seems to me that the present system
que, January 26, 1903
Bursum if the same be not paid. Mr.
of investigation is not entirely satiswhich you have taken credit
Bursum protests that this amount, or
factory to either party concerned;
on the cash book, but with
any amount whatever, is not due or
either to the Territory or myself. I
which you have not charged
owing from him to the said Territory
therefore suggest a plan of getting at
$200.00
yourself
demand
ad that the same is unjustly
the bottom of all the facts, and a
An acounting from you to the
but herewith hands vcu the sum
thorough investigation: That you se- ritory of New Mexico is further de--.
of Two Thousand Four Hundred Sev
lect a joint committee to investigate manded for the sum of $5,726.84 enty
cents to
dollars and thirty-eigh- t
all of the affairs of the penitentiary which sum is made up of items listed be placed to the credit of the Terriby
underthe
and business transacted
on the credit side of your cash book tory
protest and expressly and
signed. If this could be done, I would and not turned into the Territorial fully under
reserving all his rights and remnecgladly
and furnish all
treasury, which items are specifically
essary data for the use of said com- mentioned in the report of the Colora- edies therein.
Very truly yours,
mittee. If any point of controversy do Title and Trust Company of AugH. M. DOUGHERTY.
or disagreement should arise, a third ust 30, 1906, a copy of which waa furReceived the above amount this 2d
party might be agreed upon by the nished you and reference to which is
day of October, 1906, from H. O. Burtwo persons so selected who could de- hereby made, particularly to that porsum under protest as stated in the
cide in such controversy. I should tion marked Exhibit "A" of said reforegoing letter.
desire that this investigation be com port.
J. H. VAUGHN,
plete, impartial and thorough, and
I do not ft this time say that this
Territorial Treasurer.
whatever the results might be, wheth particular sum of $5,726.84 was re(EXHIBIT VII.)
er favorable or unfavorable to the
tained by you and not paid to the parFull list of all of the amounts as
let the same be given to ties named, but the method of payfinally demanded by you from Mr.
the public if so desired.
ment was illegal and an accounting Bursum, which is paid in full with the
you
I assume that
are desirous, In of the same is desired, there being no
certificate accompanying
good faith, of thoroughly investigating vouchers to evidence the payments. treasurer's
the letter with which this 13 attached
the affairs of the penitentiary for the
I further request an accounting for and the $500,000 deposited by Mr. Bur.
purpose of righting any wrong. If the moneys received from J. H.
any there be; for the purpose of pro Vaughn by you which are not charged sum March 30, 1906, for which you
viding for the Territory all that she bv vou aaainst yourself as money re- - have allowed credit:
Receipts on journal but not on cash
is entitled to for the purpose of as- - ceved in the cash book, which mon- certaining the whole turth and all the eys Were repaid to the said Vaughn beek, $168.45.
U. S. warrant for support of U. S.
truth, and not for the purpose of by Territorial warrant No. 2380 of
any personal grievance, tne 54th fiscal year and Territorial prisoners, $S99.35.
avenging
Amount of G. W. Bond
Broth
whether real or imaginary.
warrant No. 2457 of the 56th fiscal ers check, No. 209, $0 77.23. and
In the interest of fair play, and year. Amounting to $150.00.
Amount of warrant No. 2012, withwhat I deem to be Just and proper,
t further on behalf of the Territory
both to the Territory and to myself, demand an accounting for the value drawn balance general maintenance
I hope you may see your way clear of tne ,peits from 530 sheep sold by fund 54th F. Y. $152.27.
Amount of double credit for freight
to accept and approve of this sug- - vou &ni Dv Bursum and McMillan to
on brick machinery as shown on cash
gestión, I am, sir.
the Territorial penitentiary January book; also in contingent
fund. $437.48.
Very respectfully yours,
14th and December 1st, 1904, of
Amount of check Anson & Holman,
H. O. BURSUM.
which there is no record on the cash January
26, 1903, $200.00.
(EXHIBIT III.)
book.
Amount of double credit on payRoswell, N. M., Aug. 25, 1306.
I further demand on behait of the
ments to
Mr. W. E. Martin,
Territory an accounting from you for pany per Colorado Fuel and Iron Comcredit through contingent
Socorro, N. M.
10,000
vitrified brick
the proceeds of
Dear sir and friend: As you likely shipped by you from the penitentiary fund, also by warrants No. 1648 and
;now I am now the editorial end of to yourself at Albuquerque, New Mex-th- 1649, $38.(2.
Amouut for lumber furnished to
Register-Tribunand I have been co February 7. 1905, for which no
much disturbed at the stories that casn appears to have been entered on Otero, $26.46.
Amount unaccounted for at shown
have been going tne rounds concern- - tne books of the penitentiary
between the day book record and cash
ing Mr. Bursum and yourself, and par-- j
j further demand from you, on
as regards Mr. Bursum, as on half of the Territory, an accounting sales and the cash book, $84.86.
Amount collections made and not
account of his alleged candidacy for re. for tne amount of an illegal payment
election as chairman of the Republican marte to Charles W. Dudrow bv oeni- - turned Into the Territorial treasury.
State Central Committee. I take it tent'ary voucher No. 157 for lumber $285.56.
Total, $2,970.38.
for granted that there is a great deal nad anQ receiVed by
M.
Credit H. O. Bursum, March 30,
s
of monkey doodle business about the
otero, and delivered to him
that have been made against ary i7tn an(j 19th, 190C, to the amount 1906, $500.00
Total remaining unpaid, $2,470 38.
you both, but under the circumstances 0f $26.46.
I certainly believe It would be a very
j further demand of you on behalf
grave mistake for him to accept the or tne Territory, an accounting of all
Signs of Spring.
honor again, and if such Is his lnten- - other matters and moneys due to the With (lad delight we greet each welcome
comer;
tlon, sh8ll not fall to say so.
Territory ol New Mexico from you as
counts not though it chirp or croak
If I knew him, I should write him Superintendent of the Territorial Pen- - It or sing,
point blank asking him the question itentiary, and remaining unaccounted For, though one swallow cannot make a
summer,
for yes or no answer, but I do know We know that just one frog can make
you, and you know that I am not one;
Very truly yours,
a spring.
of those who like to strike at old
W. C. REID,
Woman's Home Companion.
friends, for such I consider Mr. Bur- Attorney General
Happy Accident.
sum and yourself; while never
NOT FURNISHED WITH
Passenger (about to leave the cars,
ing to ask anything, I have always felt
COPY OF M'MAHON'S REPORT,
sees bis heavy satchel fall from the
that I could get the endorsement of
(EXHIBIT V.)
rack on a lady's head) That's very
either If I wanted It. Now I want
M.,
Sept 26, la06.
Socorro, N.
fortunate. I had Just forgotten It was
you to show this letter to Mr. Bursum
Mr. William C. Reid,
there. FUegende Blatter.
and talk It over and let me know by
Attorney General, Santa Fe. N. M
return mall If possible as to whether
Dear Sir I am In receipt of your
A Common Falling.
Mr. Bursum intends to accept the
Soma claim that they believe In signa,
chairmanship again. If he does not, I letter, stating preliminary to bringing
accounting
me
an
for
But,
lacking
self restraint.
against
action
will help all I can In any way I can
Must prove unto themselves by touch
to do so, it of moneys alleged to be due the TerrlIf . he Intends
be useful.
on marked "Paint!"
The
of
truth
.
,.
.
demand on behalf of, the Ter
t- Aar.r,j . tory. you
Boston Transcript.
,,
whi ue uij uui,, 0
V
Y
f,
that he be set aside and all charges
111 Jirai imwi an"
UICUIIUUW
aUlUUUlo
A Natural Inquiry.
and rumors investigated
you say are specifically
Wife What do you think of my new
I hope that I have made this mat- which Items report made by the exin
mentioned
hat, dear?
ter plain and that I will not be mis- perts from the state of Colorado.
Husband Fine. How much was It
understood as having any personal
yet
never
I
say
have
that
I
to
wish
an acre? Woman's Home Companion.
feeling in the matter: It Is simply
report
by
any
copy
of
made
a
a deep and unchangeable conviction received
gentleman, and the only
A Better Sign.
that Innocent as he may be, It would the Colorado I have ever had of the
Then let the crocus lift Its head.
information
to
him
party
for
mistake
be a serious
The
bluebird
have its fun;
report
or Its con
any such
continue In the leadership of the party making of
I'll watch the maple tree Instead
knowledge
I
ob
which
was
the
tents
purposes.
sap
begins
When
to run.
to all Intenta and
newspapers.
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
I shall do nothing In this matter tained from the
I wish further to say that if the
until I bear from you, which I should
The Height of Perfection,
of the Territory show, or if
Jo by next Monday morning at least. books any
Ellir- i- About now tall do you think
way Indebted to the TerriThanking yon In advance for prompt am in
a girl should he to look well?
answer and assuring you of the tory la an manner or for an amount
Jack I tíoa't know exactly. How tafl
whatsoever, that it will not he necea
strictest confidence in this matter.
ear for you or any one else to bring lite you -- I,iih;cott's Magaxlne.
Tours very truly,
WILL ROBINSON.
Editor Register Trtbaae
DEMAND MADE EY ATTORNEY
GENERAL REID FOR PAYMENT.
EXHIBIT IV.)
Edmuad C. Abbott,
William C. Raid.
Asst. Atty. Oea
Attorney General
Territory of New Mexico.
Oflsce of the Attorney General
Santa Fe, Sept. IS, lMt
Mr. H. O. Bursum,
Socorro, New Mexico.
Dear Sir: Preliminary to bringing
tctlon against you for an accounting
f moneys due the Territory which the
Territory claims you hare in your
hands and unaccounted for, I hereby,
or New
on behalf of the Territory
Mexico, make formal demands of you
to pay Into the Terrlt rial treasury
upon receipt of this letter the follow
ing amounts
An amount unaccounted for as
shown between the day record of cash sales and aha
cash book, showing credits
for cash received from such
$ 84.00
sales
Collections made and not turned into the Territorial treasury by you from the following parties'
$18.65
Manuel Baca
4.00
Onderdonk L. S. Co
75.40
H. P. Brown
30.00
Penn. Dev. Co
78.46
Richard Gutterman
6.15
Simon
Nusbaum
10.00
Pat Lopez
2.75
C. F. Easley
5.00
C. O. Luckenbach
3.85
Nestor Rodriguez
2.00
C. Barardlnelll
19.30
S. R. Hinckley
30.00
Ricardo Alarid
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"Marooned!' cried Miss
U their
gsjhttj Baal m cit
daager, nor dkl he. save to say
tooaly. ' Mls Alualey, you're
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As
h
:it, the Gull's
Wing, ducked aer 1 y between myriads of an.:.- ed
ft,
mOf steam
launches. Vi la
la .;.
at the
receding shore
..
sigh of relief.
The sail filled w
lirceie and
spray dashed 1
t the
W as they
,
tacked for the
V e ur was
keen and fro h u:id .'ail of relish. The
sun shone strong nud warm.
"Splendid, butt it ';" cried Miss
.
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Ains-ley-

Peyton smil

I thought you liked
better?" he said, with
glance at the summer colony of Cliffcr.' t, rows of cottages nnd
a big hotel that stood a little back from
the water front.
"Don't I look as if I was enjoying
myself?" she parried.
"For a per- - m n it addicted to the
simple life, I must confess you do,"

that sort of
a backward

But the son's strong
this little beach, and we'll
soou dry. When do you think they'll
come for us?"
"I'm afraid we won't be mlsssd till
nightfall, snd It's only S o'clock now.
Thauk heaven my matches aren't
damp, and we can build a fire!"
"Crusoe the second!" laughed Miss
Alnsley. "Do you think the wreck will
yield us anything? It should, according to the best story books."
"Nothing but the bailing pall and a
coffeepot and two tin cups In the
stern locker."
"Get them," she besought
"We'll
use them to cook with."
"Cook what?"
Miss Alnsley's eyes danced. "Oh,
Crusoe, Crusoe!
Haven't you any Imagination? Don't you know there's always food on n desert island sea
gulls' eggs and things like that? Come
along and let's explore."
"There! I told you!" she exclaimed
as their wanderings brought tbem to
a little spring. "Isn't that pretty, the
way It bubbles up between the moss
and ferns? And I do believe there's
been a picnic here. Look at that bit
of orange peel."
"Yes, nnd see this!" cried Peyton,
emerging from a thicket with a brown
paper parcel In his hand.
"Something the picnickers forgot!"
cried Miss Alnsley ecstatically. "Open
It, quick!"
Peyton caught the fire of her enthusiasm. "Tea and sugar and a loaf
of bread," he laughed.
"Bread!" exclaimed Miss Alnsley.
"Do you think that It's state?" She
pulled a bit from the heel of the loaf
and nibbled it furtively. "No! It's
fresh. There must have been a picnic
here this morning. We'll have a feast,
a regular feast."
Time went swiftly In preparing It
Peyton found some blackberries, and
Miss Ainslie made plates of leaves.
They built a fire of driftwood on the
beach, and over a pile of stones the
sang pleasantly.
coffeepot
It was
sunset when they seated themselves
luxuriously on the sand and ate what
Viola Alnslle called the fruits of their
"So :Bjj you!

D'A.c, Metkay.

1.

t!.

and
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la

toil.

"This tea is the best I ever tasted,"
Peyton declared.
"You didn't know I was such a good
cook, did you?" Miss Ainslie inquired
as she sat opposite him poking at the
TIME WENT SWIFTLY. HI rilEPAEIKO

IT.

fire.

"They will be coming for us soon,"
said Peyton, "and then our day will be
over."
"Yes," said Miss Ainslie with something strangely like a sigh.
Behind them the woods of the little
island were deepening into the shadow; the waves broke softly on the
beach; the rosy flames of the fire shone
irightly out Into the gathering dusk.
Listen," she added. In the distanca
could be beard the faint, steady puffing of a steam launch. "They've seen
the fire," she exclaimed, shielding her
eyes with her hand.
would be like!"
There's McNugget," cried Peyton
"One has oue's duty to one's family,
you know, and my mother and sister almost savagely, "and I suppose you'ra
are here. And then there's another glad." He waa kneeling on the sand
reason for uiy coming. I followed a picking up the tin cups.
Miss Ainslcy smiled. "Oh, Robinson
girl."
Crusoe," she said softly, "how very
"A girl!"
"Yes, a girl I saw on the train. She blind you are!"
Peyton dropped the cups and stared
had the seat across the aisle from me,
and there were a lot of people with her. at her. "You mean" he breathed.
I mean that this afternoon when I
very gay, noisy, fashionable crowd.
The girl was laughing with the rest of thought that perhaps we we wouldn't
them, and I thought she was their kind reach the shore It didn't seem as If
till I saw her eyes. And then I knew, the other things mattered at all. I
for they were neither hard uor shallow knew then what really counted most
knew that wealth was nothing and
uor full of surface lights. They were
very deep and beautiful. If she were that I only wanted you you your
moved by love I think they could be The last words were almost inaudible,
and Teyton had to lean very near to
exejuisitely tender."
But who is she';" cried Miss Alns- - catch them. Then the voice of the milley In utter Innocence and then flushed lionaire McNugget reached them
suddenly as Feyton's look answered through the megaphone.
Coming!" cried Miss Ainslie In an
her.
Hurry up, Crusoe. Why on
'Oh!" she said breathlessly and turn swer.
earth are you carrying that old coffeeed away her head.
Of course I know it was extremely pot under your arm?"
It's a trophy," said Peyton, "of a
foolish of me," Peyton Feruald went
shipwreck that has made me the hap
on, "because rumor has already engagpiest man on earth."
ed her to Millionaire McNugget."
Miss Ainslcy bit her lip. "Rumor,"
Cautious.
she said, "Is often very Impertinent"
A few days ago a new male resident
Then it Isn't true?"
It is not true yet," said Miss Ains- - of this city, recently arrived from Ire
ley and dabbled her hand over the edge land, havtrg made a favorable impres
sion upon the manager of a wholesale
of the boat.
house on Market street, secured a po"Ah!" he began.
"No," she said quickly; "you've made sition. The merchant the next day,
great mistake. The girl isn't at all baring made out a large numter of
as you've imagined her. She's very statements, called the new employee
fond of money. She's bard and selfish Into his office, directing him to "go out
and doesn't care for simple things a and post these bills." "Where?" Inbit She'd hate not to have lots of quired the young man. "Oh, yes,"
said the tsVincss man, "I forgot that
houses and clothes and a good time."
''Ton thiuk, then," said Peyton, "that you have only been tn this country a
because I'm not very well off In this short time. There's a mall box on the
world's goods it would be quite useless telegraph pole at the corner. Post the
bills there." The son of Erin soon reif I asked her to marry me?"
Quite useless, I'm afraid," returned turned, laying the bills on the merMiss Alnsley gently, "though I know chant's desk. "I may be a little green
what the girl's missing, for there aren't yet sir," said he, "but I'm not posting
many men in the world who"
She tbem bills with a big policeman watchpaused as the boat gave an abrupt ing the box." "Not posting them?
lurch, nearly sweeping her from her Why not? What about the policefeet Peyton reached out a strong arm man?" asked the astonished storekeepand steadied her. The keel of the er. "That's all right but you're not
Gull's Wing scraped against something fooling me all the same, if I do appear
hard and slippery; then, with a slide to be green. Sure, didn't I see the sign
and splash, the boat righted herself on the pole over the box, 'Post no bills
and went on. But the cockpit was under penalty of the law? " Phlla- elphla
rapidly filling with water.
"A derelict dory, by Jingo!" cried
Peyton as a dark object drifted past
The "Dark Lady."
them beneath the surface of the water.
It Is claimed that the "dark lady" to
"Take the tiller and the main sheet," whom twenty-eigh- t
of Shakespeare's
he directed, "and put for that little sonnets were dedicated waa thenotorIsland over there. I'll have to bale like ious Miss Mary Fltton, maid 6T honor
blazes."
to Queen Elizabeth.
Viola did as she was bid, crouching
on the seat to be out of reach of the
Bee Soouts.
water that swished In the bottom of
Each hive of bees pompases an inthe boat. The trees of the little Island telligence department
which sends out
they were approaching stood out scouts to
discover Where honey and
sharply against the blue sky. Its
other good things are to be gathered.
canJy beach lay whi:- - ail sUluing tn
Explosives. '
the sun.
The chloride, bromide and Iodide of
"Do you think we'll make It?" she nitrogen are the most
powerful explo
asked quietly.
sives known, but their instability la aa
"We'll try," he answered, with equal marked they are utterly
nsnlnss
A
repression. Their eyes met In the unmere Jar will send off chloride of ni
derstanding of a common peril. There trogen with
fearful aad uncontrollable
was much against them, but wind and viólenos.
tide were with them, and when the
Gull's Wing sank It waa within a few
Smoking In Argentina.
feet of the Island's shore.
Argentinians, who smoke almost
Peyton stepped out and carried Miss
Alnsley to land. Then he pulled In the tlnuously in their waking honra, roll
boat as far aa he could and made It their own cigarettes aa they need tfcOm.
said Peyton, regarding her as she
perched on tlio seat before him in her
trim white yachting suit.
"What a salty tans!" she sniffed.
'It's strange, but one never seems to
get the full flavor of it near the shore."
One has to get out. away out, to get
the full flavor of most things, I fancy,"
Peyton answered, his brown hand on
the tiller, bis keen eyes looking straight
ahead.
"Why did you come here at all,
then?" Viola c:uestioned. "You must
have known what a summer hotel
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MAY

ALDEN.

Start Fi'm School For

City Waif.
To reclaim city waIN by tnn. 'planting them from the vitiating- - atmosphere of tbe city street lut.. u farm
school U tlie atiraetlre plan of a young
Ní a y.,rk win.r.u. M U I.ois M .y
If she I MMMM( hers v. I!l be
In the coun-trtlii-- f:r-- t fann home s,
In Warwl'k. England, such a
d
started, utid It has
homo lias
remarkably well, drawing Its
pupils from the worst sections af London.
l
In r.'cr to become thoroughly
with farming In ail i - km '
os Miss Aldan baa enrolled hcrrolf M a
member .f tbe State Agrhul'ural
school at Now Brunswick. N. J., where

free courses In ngiieiilturo km lecu
'
recently Institute!. She Is regiat
both for the animal husbandry tad the
market gardening and fruit growing
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ALDEN--
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courses and so far la the only woman
in these classes. For some years there
has been n government experiment station at this point, but not until novr
have the special courses for Students
been offered, and when severa! line
buildings now under process of construction are finished the plant will be
quite complete.
Miss Alden has had this idea in her
mind since she was a small child, and
ns she grew older it seemed to her the
only practical solution of the problem
of what to do with the children of the
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of bolter In a frtni pan. add two
lt
t
t
f rl, pped oul n end
; ....
:.nke
;
I r .k u:.!U
I
.
t s:.. e In a kettle
a g
Matareon Whip.
v. ::'.er tnd a
x. .
i,t 1.
,
1:
'
V
Is
I.,
:i
nr 1 i..l;
assaaaar fifteen minute.
lay
and
sf
n
.
o
n
of
sak
er
;.n In
of r
of a cupful Press through a sieve. While the soup
la atmuierh.g put aaaaal s
j'.er. Urals or cm:, b.e
of sugar into nn lion sa;: ep..n and
of a pound of stale, drj
, It browns and burns :.dd
a .
n
roon. Cut very fine one :
two
rrl.-s- .
!
.!
Stand the go'.. it:.,
tu. then
Uble'nfrl-- , of i i,", i c i
h t water until dissolved, then udd t
tv. .. or three taMei oufula of water.
t one cupful of very heavy ere
to the
with a te.tsp
Add
If a upful of sifted powdered sugar,
i.f M.It atid a a!t.
.ful of pep:
t.ibb poonfuls of sherry and a
per. Strain the soup, return it
.J
few deeps of almond eztrai t.
Watch closely and as soon :.s It let settle. A Id hi. If a pint of blocks of
(hows signs of tfcteir itif whip the btc .d that l.a'.e eiu t.irred up with
white of two eggs to a (roth, aid l a SB c;:gs, bring to a heal and serve
On
With giatei cheve.
to the cream and whip the texTesa it i) BatriUeav Use one can of tv
ture uutil It Is a solid froth. Liz'.tly
BMti
Int of water, a hike of
Ij add a
n.Ix l:t tli" macaroon crumb.- - nr i h :
onion, a bay leaf, a little celery seed
of the cherries.
and bill rap.dly for ten minutes. Press
Turn luto a serving dish an 1 sp
let us much of the flesh
the remainder of the cherries over thj ISC Mgk a a
the well beaten whites
.i;-Altop Keep very cold until served.
of two agn bring quickly to the boil-lupoint, boil five minutes and strain
Do You Know
The fleshy porThat you can make a fade 1 dress through eheaascaetk,
perfectly white by washing It In boll tion of th tomato that remains in the
cheesecloth may Le put aside for flaing water?
Reheat the bouillon,
That salt dissolved In alcohol, will voring sauces.
often remove grease spots from cloth add a cup of whipped cream and serve
at once with strip-- ; of toasted bread.
lug?
Ens! Indian Boup. Pat uto a kettle
That two potatoes gratc.l tn a basin
of water wOl nlve better results than a tablespooaful of butter, two tablesoap In washing lo'lcate flannel an J spoonfuls of fine chopped onions, twe
tablespaonfuls of grated carrots and
v..
n goods, ribbons, etc.?
the same of grated turnips. Stir careThai piano kajra can be ctoanad,
any old Ivory, by bcini rubbed fully for about two minutes, add a
quart of water or stock, a dash of red
dipped In alcohol?
r': mu-ditable-spoonf11
That n Uttle thin cold starch r ibbed pepper, n Ule black pepper, a
of chopped parsley, a sliced
over windows and mirror; and then
wl 1 ' ff with a soft cloth Is an easy apple and simmer gently for fifteen
way of producing asoat Bhlfting results 1 minutes. Add a tsaspoonful of curry
That hot milk Is even better than aud four or live tablespoonfuJa of balled rice, whfch should be boiled while
lolling water to take out fr.ilt stains?
you are making the soup.
Qui;.'.: Turkish Soup. Stir a teaspoon-tu- l
A Clothseheree Hint.
of beef extract into one quart of
Where there Is very little- - room th
following suggestion will make a very boiling water; add a tablespoonful of
good substitute for that dome tic nul-- grated onion and a saltspoonful of celery feed. When this reaches the boilmal, the clothesborse, Which Is easily
ing point, piar it slowly over the well
carried out by the home can enter;
two eggs. Have ready
From the carpenter obtain several beaten yolks oftablespoonfuJa
of boiled
dowels or white round sticks. At the j drained four
hardware store get some brackets.
Cream of Tolato Soup. raro four
Place the brackets In a manner 1
bring the dowels across a corner of the small potatoes, cover with boiling wa
ter and boll rapidly fur five minutes.
kit. hen. and on them the clothes may
Throw the water away n::d cover with
be hung to air. During the week ths
a pint and a half of boiling water. Add
dowels may be removed and put away
nl a, a bay if .;" and a few
in a cerne; or may be used to han-- ;
celery tops chopped line. The green
dish towels to dry. Thl.5 arrangement leaves of
the celery will answer the
does away vith the dangling line thai
Cover and boil fifteen minIs of great annoyance tj the tall at punióse.
utes or until the potatoes aro soft.
members of the family.
While these are boiling put a pint of
milk In the double boiler, add a tn- Table.
Drcrcirg
Tli3
blespoonful of butter and one of flour
Simple little covers for the dresslnc rubbed together; press
the potatoes
table are made of the mercerize 1 through a fine sieve, using the water
pretty
In
such
clin :!;ray that comes
In which they were boiled; add this
shades Of pink and blue, and they mixture to the hot milk In the double
make an agreeable change from the boiler. Stir until thoroughly heated
white ones In such constant use.
and serve.
The cover Is made Just the size required, with the addition of four
locls of C:tion.
etanda :
Inches all round, which Is turned up
Women who
on the right side and hemmed down ing will find
by the means of further stitching done spools of cotto
In heavy while mercerized cotton. The The only mal
nlred aro a
corners are mitered carefully so ns to solid piece of
api an Inch
be quite flat anil are blind stitched thick
cltln
t aguara for
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city's streets.
"I have always cherished a passion
for fanning and also for helping frien
and homeless children. To combine the two seems the most delightful
thing I could do," she said in Speaking
of her plana, "Nature will do more in
a minute for these children than stereotyped book Instruction in a month. In
learning to love nature they will learn
to love one another.
It Is my plan ti
secure a plot of ground somewhere
near a city where produce can be
raised and disposed of easily. There
farming and market gardening will be
taught. This will not only give the down.
children a home, but It will give them
Hair Cachet3.
n vocation. There Is money in wholeScent sachets for use In the ha!
sale gardeidng for those who prepare
be easily made, and in this res
for the work scientifically.
"There will be, first of all, nn attrac- should be borne in mind that In ahan
tive home Ufa, Boya and girls will bj they should be very narow, not wide
squally divided In numbers. They may than a finger, to allow them to b
enter the home anywhere from twelve tied beneath the colls before the I
dressed. They should be covered
to fifteen years old. A regular schedule will be carried out. There Will be lace net so that the hairpins mi
khP ugh them.
In the center of
studies In the morning and afternoon
relating to the agricultural course, place a tiny roll of cotton filled
with practical demonstrations. They the favorita sachet powder.
will make tlie'.r own gardens and take
care of the dairy, and there will be
A Dry Shampoo.
Instruction in animal husbandry on the
rri root powder dusted ov
side. There will also bo the household
r la often n substitute for ft
duties, each child doing bis or her owa
mpoolng. Sprinkle the powd
share, In order to give them the idea
hair and rub It well Into the
of the domestic side of farm life."
n brush It out.
On! i Is on
fev v powders which may be u
thl purpose, as It will not st
How to Treat Sunless Rooms.
No one wants n gloomy room, but po res. It Is cleansing and will
what to do with such a room la a prob- fnl nt sweet o'or to the hair.
lem that has bothered more than one
Of U3.
Black kid gloves generally wear out
Many a woman has foregone Inside at the finger tips and then assume a
curtains and even sash curtains to albrown tint, which is anything
low nil the light possible to come into but pleasant, although the other part
the room, but still It looks dreary. I! of the glove may be perfectly good.
Is not ns much the light that we neel
When this happens, take a little- black
as the sunshine, and when this cannot Ink, mix it with a email quantity of
be had we must make it, or, rather, get olive oil and apply It to the linger tips.
the effect of It.
Leave If Until dry, and the gloves will
A room with a northern aspect should bo very much Improved In appearance.
not, of course, be papered in blue or
some such cold color, but rather In
Photographs that have become soiled
rich, warm tonca of olive, green, brown,
or that are mounted on cards the
red or yellow.
If the room gets but edges
of Which are broken may be
little light and sunshine, yellow should
soaked off by placing them In water.
be our choice.
Not only should We
have yellow on the walls, but. also on This cleans them, but does not Injure
the ceiling, for the sake of the rellec then In the least, and nfter drying
thoroughly between blotters they may
tlon. A pretty treatment Is to have a
light pumpkin yellow on the walls ns be mounted again on new cards.
fnr ns the picture molding and a lightKerosene rubbed into boots and
er shade above this and cn the coiling.
Then eHow silk sash curtains, pulled sines which have been hardened by
water
will soften them. Rubbing with
back, end to make u room sunny.
Brab. can make a wonderful differ- a woolen rag saturated in kerosene
will nlso brighten tin and granite
ence to a dreary room.
A Inire Jardiniere with a plant In It placed in a ware.
dark corner will lighten up most mar
relously. The andirons, too, will givo
Spring.
a cheery reflection. Even candlesticks
I like to see each flower of spring
And bear each springtimes bird;
help and little trays and bowls, be they
like its warmth and sunshine, but
ever so small.
The Importance of I Its
poets are absurd!
brass In a sunless room cannot be too
Atlanta Constitution.
strongly emphasized. Mirrors brighten up, and so do some pictures, with
Defined.
well polished glasses and glided frames,
Johnny Pa, what Is a leading quesbut these little points are too seldom tion?
Pa The one a girl asks before a
taken Into consideration.
man proposes. New York Sun.
Ths Secret of Good Coffee.
Just Her Way.
The real secret of having good coffee"
'ino prima donna a cross, tlioy say;
lies In two things buy the best and
Hue s nixvayH cranky, gootlncss knows
make It carefully, and the best way to Some wonder why she acta that way.
For diva's reasons, we suppose,
make It Is the simplest. The following
Houston Post
Is perfectly simple and satisfactory;
Get a pint measure or larger tin, beat
Heard In a Restaurant,
It wiui boiling water, put In one large
"I linven't any more appetite than a
heaped up teaspoonful of ground coffee canary."
to each person. Nearly fill with boil"Walter, bring this lady some bird
ing water, place the tin on the fire and seed." Brooklyn Life.
Btlr slowly until a creamy froth comea
to the top. Have a warmed Jug or cofBringing Her Up.
feepot ready. Into which pour the cofLlttlo Willie, tired of play,
fee alowly through muslin, even strainPushed plstcr In tho well one day.
Bald mother as she drew the water,
ing through a thick sediment which
" 'TIs difficult to raise a daughter."
with the grains. Tour coffee la
Harper's Weekly.
thes ready for immediate. use end may
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CoTorook glanced at bis watch

run. 'ib.' Chester trolley
f.o;. the p.iMIc square on the
M
rs. He had jtwt time to make
CouU be do that there
111'.
.tv...
time to speak to Enid
and get t nek la time to take the western i , ; .s ihat would connect In cl.I
That wu'aU
pi x. itll the Ow:laiid.
in
lYaaeseee Just iu time
get t
;.
li the Euipre-of China.
i
a wasted to asp Enid that his
estanca bad come at List and ak If
ska would wait. An unexpected turn
..';.. r b t I put hi.. i in a - ;iu;i to
speak of marriage, a thing be had not
i'.;rcd to even think of for at Ieat a
year yet.
He lipped down the foggy street
' wlih Ik aataf s'.ri.'.e of a cross country
runner and smiled n3 he heard behind
the soft patter of other hnrrled
The maa behind would never
re ;, h the car firt if that was w hat ho
Was running for.
Then mvI lenly the steps ceased, and
n atom ;t
iter a mob came tearing
around the comer, raising the hue and
cry, CoUnejak kept on. He felt no Interest In a thief wlih Enid in Chester
an the ir about to start. Then suddenly a bine coat .1 form started up
before him, and he almost ran Into the
elic
an'a arms. An Instant later he
had hern scientific; Ily collared cad the
mob had come paming up.
The last to arrive was a fat poüce-man- ,
still violently puffing from his
exertions. He tcole a fresh grip on
a floñrish
Colbrook's collar and,
of bis e!";b, cntrer.tcl him to come
quli tly. Tor the first time Colbrook
realized that lie vas under arrest.
"Look here," he aid, "you are making a mistake; Pet not the man you're
after."
"I know It," agreed the officer pleas-antl"I was after a man In green
pants and a red ct it but I nasa you'll
i
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-, Tip. something "Ut I done.
'The fairy what had her leather
swiped wants to know what you tild I ut L a I'm coins to do It Is more
with It"
I kuow."
I'm sure I don't know what bo ame than
J.i.i Cranville stretched his great
of the lady's purse." he sai l
beneath an olJ oak
n he cra
ThlJ slang was more understindtre .:. ; ddre:?ed his fox terrier, who
able.
er nith evident luterlurve;.,
"Stow that" cdnionlsbci the Me-tiv"I think she'll let you off, and e- an I uuJerstandlng. There v as n
kti a ten s ot to me If you tell."
frown on th broad f oreheaj of the
a mistake."
' Cut I tell you there
young t... n and a troubled look In his
hssj tel. "Vour men picked up th-- big aaaara eve.
.
Tip sat oa hU
. ong man."
diminutive
bl
wagging
ham:,
he
With a snort of disgust, the ward
stun p of n tail vigorously, one eye
man turned away. Here was a c ;;i
fixed Intently on Ma mast rs face,
to make Sit) gone through the ti
,
wiiile with the other be watched the
ttriabesjsjaaan,
He was lack in a
of n squirrel on an overthe ugh. and Ccdbrook caught the movement
echo of f lighter step on the stone hanging branch.
Carglng.
I'm Iu love. Tip." coutiuuei Gran"The dame wants to give y u the ville, flicking the ashes from his cigar
third degree herself," he said. "Don't with an Impatient gesture. "You know
y m cive her u ue ot your lip or PI
what that moans, old fellow, since
tome In there."
to
been payiug your nddres.-cyou've
Col
service."
sali
"I a;;i at th lady's
Itrowulng's.
Ml;s
spaniel
of
little
that
from
He understood
brook hopefully.
why I don't
the previous conversation that she Yet y an can't understand
could free him by refusing to make a tell the girl so and settle the whole
t
Tip. canine affair; are
co: plaint. ItVaould not be very
i: itter, do yon?
Men
to convince her that he was not different from bumftn affairs.
have responsibilities) mid dugs don't.
the thief.
He started ns she spose, but some That's the tiiwle difference iu a nutImpulsa) re trained the exclamation shell."
Tip gave a short bark, ns If he fully
that sprang to his lips.
the distinction, and
"What was in the purse that was so omprcke.ido
'
rala h '." he demanded, making his Granville went on: "I have a pretty
good Income, Tip, but it is not big
voice tutrsh and unnatural.
"I cannot explain." she paid, with euo'.'.-'- u to support two establi lucents.
"some keepsake of If I get married, my mother would l ave
.rent
(:.,' tr.-.t
whl h I am very fond. The purse was to live v.iih US, nnd you krow from
i k peaks, I am most anxious about your own experiences that she is a woman of decided convictions."
that."
Coil r Bk'a heart gave a leap. It was
Tip shuddered at the remembrance
the pur e no had given her that she of a whipping he had received for the
Bought, and it was Enid Bangston who slight offense of chewing up one of
was pleading with biui to restore her Mrs. Granville's gloves In a moment
property,
of absentmlndedneas and then hung
."I'll cot you an thor purse just as his bead
go o I," be said, "if on will g?t n;e out
"Well, Miss Browning also has deof this, I'r.U."
cided views on certain questions of
With a scream she started back life, nnd sha and my mother disagree
from the barí aa oil. rook moved Into upon almost every subject. The nat
the light "You:" she gasped.
"I was running to catch a oar," he
explained. "It was misty, and the thief
dipped Into a doorway, and the mob
.iV.--'Ja- -"
V 1.
th mght that since I was running it
must be 1 wdio was the culprit. Then
the officer collared me and brought mo
plca-ant-I- -.
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an- d- Suppose you had
caught the car and gone out there. I
ih lUld not have had a chance to say

pectedly,

Ittlng needle

ase the
"I 'X SO BOBBX-I- SHE Oi,Sl'ED.
is pre
with a do." He tool: a fresh grip on his club
is hoi ler has as though anticipating trouble and
of cot- looked at h;3 brother officer.
;en you
"But see here," Insisted Colbrook. "I
vi.
was running to catch the Chester trolfin to draw it off. The point of the ley. I had to make tho 11:30, and I
der makes a convenient resting was sprinting. I heard some one runco for a th'.mble, Of course if you ning behind me,
and suddenly ha must
of a decorative turn of mind you have dodged Into n doorway.
That
i sandpaper your wooden
base and was probably your man."
n paint or slain It.
"Quite likely." was the cheerful response, "but nil the same you can tell
How tj Walk Upstairs.
that to the sergeant"
A physician, describing how a
"Cut I have to get to Chester and
should walk upstairs, says: "TISU-- back in time to catch the western
person
ally a
b pie ided. "I nm leaving on
treads on the ball of his
foot In taking each step. This is very that for China."
tiresome un.i wearing to the muscles,
"Through train':'' laughed the officer
as It throws the entire suspended appreciatively. lie evidently regarded
Weight of the body on the muscles of Colbrook as a humorist.
the legs and feet. Yon should in walk-In"I am Jennings Colbrook," he said
or climbing upstairs seek for the patiently. 'T am with the Fontellen
most equal, distribution cf the body's: company,
You can call tlicm on the
weight possible. In walking upstair phone. Perhaps I'll have time to go
your feet should be placed Squarely out on tho train if you will drop this
down on the step, heel and all, mid nonsense."
then the work should be performed
Ton drop yours," was the sharp
slowly anl delibérale!;.-- . In this way command. "I 1::. o w you
fellows. Look
there Is DO strain upon any particular! Out that he d lesn't throw notbhV nwav,
muscle, but each cne li doing its duty Rafferty." Rafferty nodded
his underIn a natural manner."
Th? doctor standing, and the tiio headed a procesmight have gone a IltUa further in sion for the
polio? station.
the same lino and protested malnst
The desk sergeant was a newly prothe habit which many persons have of moted roundsman impressed
with a
bending half double wdien they ascend sense of his dignity.
Something In
8 flight of stairs.
Colbrook's manner offended him, and
ha refused to listen to his plea that
How to Keep Furs.
the Fontellen company bo notified.
If garments are net cleaned before
"What's the use of botherin":" he
they a: laid away and there are moth
"Sure I recognize you as
cgss in them, neither camphor nor any
Mike. What have they to do with
other preventivo Will keep them from the likes of you? Tell that to tbe
developing and eventually destroying Judge when you're arraigned."
the fur.
At a motion of his head Colbrook
If furs are well brushed and freed was led back to the cells, and. this
from dust, they need not bo packed being his first arrest, he did
not know-thaaway in any of the much used moth
ho could bribe tho officers to get
preventives.
word to his employers.
Iu packing furs away for the sumHis threats to have tho whole matter
mer they should first be well aired, shown up only
added to the dogged-pes- j
cleaned mid sunned or moths' eggs
of the sergeant and In answer to
not
are
that
visible now may develop hli third throat ho was told
that the
during the hot weather.
sergeant would bo back In the
The whipping of the furs should con- with a night slick presently IT cells
things
tinue until no dust arises. Then the diil not quiet down.
pieces should be put out In the sunAfter that be could only sit In silent
shine for a day or two and then beaten despair and wonder
what tho outcome
again.
could be. If he did not catch
next
If the lining is soiled or worn, re- Steamer, the agents of tho the
English
move It before putting the garment company
would be on the ground first.
awny.
It was through his old time friendship
A Recipo For Kisses.
for Carson that ho had gained the
Take a bit cf dark piazza,
early tip that led to his being proAdd soma moonlight not too much
moted to be foreign salesman at more
Presa In two strong hanOB a small one,
than double his old salary.
Add of coy reserve a touch;
Sift In lust a pinch of folly
Now this " mistake would cost him
Mixed with softly whispered sighs;
not only his promotion, but probably
Of romance add two small teacups
even his position, and he could only
And the starlight of her eyes.
Bit helpless iu bis narrow cell
and rail
Then dissolve some pure emotion
at fate.
In a longing and a laugh;
Then the grated half of the cell
Mix n grain of deep affection
Willi a bit of merry chaff;
door was darkened by a form, and he
Add an ounce of mild resistance,
sprang
to his feet.
Two of yielding then in muta.
"I'm the bull In this precinct," an
Inexpressible enjoyment
Servo in quantities to suit.
nounced tho newcomer.
"Don't throw
-- Nixon Wattman In St Louis Republic
that bluT," he added, as Colbrook's
Bes-to-
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"I'm eo sorry!" she gasped.
"I'm not" be disagreed. "1 see the
band of fate. You see. I was running
to catch a car to Chester to see you.
Ton wore in town, and I should have
missed you."
"But why such haste?" she asked.
"I am leaving this afternoon for
China," be explained. "My chance has
come at last SUd I wanted to ask you
to wait for me. dear. Will you?""I think," she sal 1, "that wo mu-- t
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what i lain clothes men are by any
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"Now we can say it over the lunch
bible, and there's still time for a trip
to the jewelry store, too, if you will
explain to tho officer that I was not,
the thief."
That formality was quickly nccom-pfishe-

to
m
!toi

i

f

ví

presently they were pass-luTd
the desk. Colbrook leaned over 12.
and shook the sergeant's hand.
'
"Goodly, sergeant" In said heartily. !'' nil c:;r;:;i of Tim ci.kaiuno stood
D una, ouasvili.e.
carrwonxB
ader what he meant," mused ural result of bringing such opposite
lal ns ho regarded tbe bill that natures i igether and compelling them
n loft in ins palm. "Sure, I to live beneath the same roof would be
thong
he'd make trouble with the troul lo. Tip, serious trouble too. I
chief
would have
j side with my wife
against my mother or I would have to
As to Liberty.
sido with my mother against my wife,
Liberty was first introduced into this in either case my position would be
country with a shipload of tea. Siuce decidedly unpleasant. I don't expect
then U has been seen occasionally In you to fully understand this, old felodd lacc3.
low. You were separated from your
Liberty has no permanent place of i. ither when you were too young to
residence, but boards out. At present comprehend tbe meaning of filial afit la staying with friends just outside fection. But human beings ore quite
of Washington,
different and have a certain duty to
Liberty is a great traveler. It has perform In looking after their maternal
visited in time New York, Boston. relations. Now, these are the facts in
Philadelphia and nil the other large the case, Tip, and something must be
centers.
Having been introduced to done, but I don't know what It Is
the municipal government, met the to be."
leading politicians and visited the prinThe squirrel had disappeared from
cipal placea of amusement, it has then view, and Tip fixed his undivided
left town.
upon his master, evidently medLiberty la the one thing that every- itating deeply over the perplexing probbody believes In, but no one has ever lem, 'iiie stumpy tall ceased Its pendseen. Traces of It nre occasionally
ulum-like
motions, and his sharp ears
found in public documents, but rudely were pricked up In an altitude
of earand unintelligent!; speaking li is ca- nest attention.
viare to the general.
"This crisis has come upon us
It Is popularly supposed that some
my boy," pursued Granville aftday Liberty will e In full charge of er a fo.v moments of silence.
"Things
everything. When this day will be were running along ail right, and there
no one but Liberty knows.
was no necessity for Immediate action
In the meantime givo us liberty or until this big fellow from
th'l
eivc u.; life Iu a republic. fuck.
his name came upon the
scene. He's been showing Miss Brown-inthe most decided attention. Took
Careful.
"Mr. rumpus Is very careful of his her out three times last week In his
dignity,"
commented
the observing auto ami twice to the theater. In fact
girl.
cverj- - timo t went there she was out
"Yes," answered Miss Cayenne. "He With this confounded Wentwortli, and
naturally has so llttlo that he has to I haven't had a chance to say n word
be careful of
to her since he came."
Star.
The terrier whined sympathetically,
and his master continued:
About Him.
"He's twice ns old as she Is, Tip,
"There's a good deal of style about
hut that doesn't make any difference
Bagsley."
in
these days, wdien men of seventy mar"Yes, when his wife la with him."
ry women of twenty. There ought
to
be n law passed that would prevent
lieople
from marrying when there is
Query.
more than five years difference In
Is there a man In this broad land
their
Who never to a friend has said,
ages, and If I ever go to congress
I'll
"Old man, I have a remedy
Introduce such n measure. That
That'll cure that cold In your head?"
won't
help me now, though, nnd If
New York Life.
I don't
make a move he'll win out and
leave
For Which?
ine at tho post. There yon are Tip
She Do you think my voice will ever I've unbosomed my secret
soul to you,
be suitable for opera?
the only friend in whom I
agc
or boxes
can confide"
States and I look
to you to straighten
man.
this
tangle out for me. '
fly that hovered
If
the
Just Like Pa.
about Tlp'a
head had been Wentworth,
He kissed! Although she'd oughter
Granville's
Have frowned upon such pranks
anxiety would have been at an
end
The editor's coy daughter
After making sure that his winged torReturned the thing "with thanks."
mentor would worry him no more
Philadelphia Press.
Tip
glanced around nnd espied
the squirrel
several reds away, engaged in making
He Knew.
Ms morning meal
Teecher--Whis bread made of?
from some crumbs
Small Boy ((baker's
that had
left In the woods. Forpotatoes and plaster of
getting bis master's troubles. Tip dashok.
ed off In pursuit. lgJJllpGjnnyJljeto
a;--

i

that so greati,
solve .. que!
pleied bun. Tbe yovssj Ml. kft (,
Ida own devlrM. lighted a fmh . lr,r
a mental ralnletloo as to
and
tbe lemgth of tlsae that aaoat etapas b.
fore be could hope for sajaVteat in.
herewith to maintain Ids mothcome
er aad wife In separate boasts, pro.
vUlrd, of course, that Wentworth did
not succeed la carrying off Mba
P.mwning before his eyea.
The calculation waa Interrupted by
serin of ear splitting yelps, and Oran,
ville. faartng his pet bad come to grief
art so and hnrrled down the path along
which Tip bad disappeared.
As he
reached a clearing n hundred yard or
away be stopped snort, his eyes
re ling t:on a curious scene.
In the center of tbe clearing hu4
Wci:tv. rth and lira. Granville. The
former had one arm around the iatter'a
aralat, v. lii'e. with bis walking stir k la
his di eugigei hand, he was vigorous,
ly parrj lug the furious rushes of the
enraged Tip.
"I'm so glad you've come, Jim," cried
Mrs. Grnnvlile ns her son drew
"Yoti are Just in time."
"It looks ns If I'm around nt
arrong time." grimly returned the
young man as he proceeded to calm"
the excited Tip. "I don't quite under,
stand what it ull means. I didn't know
you knew Mr. Wentworth."
"Not krow Tom Wentworth!" exclaimed Mrs. Granville in surprise,
"Why, I've kcowu him ever siuce
was a child. He's Catherine Brown.
ing's uncle, you know, and while he
was looking up his niece he found me
out. and we've renewed our old friendship. Tom tells me" a pretty flush
had crept Into Mrs. Granville's cheeks,
years of life seemed
nnd bar forty-fivto dwindle percept Ibly "that he lias
cared for me ever since be has known
me, nnd he has persuaded me to go
back ii California with him if you
have no objections, Jim." What do you
say?"
"I won't stand in the way of yout
happiness, mother," declared Granville
with an emphasis that Mrs. Granville
did not understand until Wentworth
enlightened her.
"1 knew Jim would be all right," observed the big Callforuian jovially.
"He's boon making some plans for
bin. self, and I think we'd better make
a double welding of it."
"You're a clever ally. Tip, even if
you're only a dog," remarked Cranville ns he walked toward Miss Browning's home. "That wild bolt of yours
brought about n solution of the whole
matter."
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Marsh Cup Water Plant.
I found In the Hudson bay region which is most worthy
of notice grows in the mossy mus.
In placea
ke
where there is littlo
H is remarkable for two
''::-'rea ::
beauty of its flower and
Its water containing properties. The
leaves, which grow flat upon the
gr ;.n I, are broad and green. The bell
of the Rower seems adapted as a natural reservoir for water, of which,
from a large one, there can easily lie

The plant that

obtained as much as an Egyptian coffee cup v ill hold. But the beauty of
It was that tn the early autumn, when
the ni.
were frosty, but the heat
still excessive by day, the water It
contained was always Iced, for these
charming flower bells are evidently
constructed to resist frost and ns they
in toward tho top they protect
fr m the rays of the sun the lump of
clear lea formed within the culyx at
night Tho result of this was that
Often when tolling along nt midday,
hot and weary, through a stagnant
swamp all I had to do to slake my
thirst was to pluck a few of those
miraculous flowers to obtain so many
small cups full of delicious water,
each with a little lump of ice floating
on the top. Mack wood's Magazine.
What Boys Learned

300 Years Ago.
England took to
Latin and Greek nt an early age. At
St Saviour's Grammar school. South-wark, in 1G11 n pupil of seven years
and throe months was admitted as an
ordinary occurrence, who signed his
form of admission, stating himself to
be "reading and learning In the Aecl- dence nnd entering bato Propria ijuae,
Marlbus, etc., and also Tully bis second epistle, among those gathered by
Sternius, and Corderius' dialogues,
etc." The hours of study were long
too.
An old record says that from
March till September "the child is to
come at C in the morning nnd be at
school till 11. Again at 1 and tarry
till C. The rest of the year he Is to begin In the morning at 7 and leave at 3
in the afternoon. The malster will not
give leave to piny but once a week."
The mnister was to be "skilled In the
Latin and able to tench grammar, oratory, poetry and Greek, as nlso the
principles of Hebrew. lie is to he of a
wise, sociable nnd loving disposition,
not hasty or furious, nor of ill example,
ne shall discern tbe nature of every
child, If such may be discerned."

Schoolboys

in old

1

Californla-Wentwor-

lie-Bt-

at

son)--Alu- m,

parls.-Shut-

What He Made.
Towne Well, he's a tailor, you know.
He's not used to polite society, it's
only natural to expect a break.
Browne Yes, but be made another
breach of good manners shortly nftef
thn- tTowne-A- h,
a pair of breaches!
That's still more natural for a tailor.- -'
Catholic Standard and Times.
As Usual.
"Oh, doctor, couioM only die!"
The suffering patient cried.
Tho doctor said, "I'll do my best,"
And soon the patient died.
I.ipplneott'a Magazine.

The Vernacular.
Ascum Does he own an automobllel
Tellum-X- o,
but he can talk It
Harper's Weekly.
Much Ado About Nothing.
"This ring, my love, you'll comprehend,
la like my love It hath no end."
"Ah, yea." she anld. with amlle so winning,
"And like mine, too with no beginning--- New York Ut.
A Mean Retort.
"He said be would die for me."
"He must be dead
Main Dealer.
easy."-Clevel-

and

Human Perversity.
If life were all one grand, sweet sons.
Aa poets wteh that It might be,
A lot ot men with volees etrong
Would allll be singing oft the key.

-- Waeblnarton Star.
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Attorneys at Law
Practld hi Territorial end D. S. Supreme
f the (Iot
Department
,,,! '
uri- -.
Avio

rroment.
jUniufrorU,
Block,

Some "f the noveltlea In ilnhlla

Ganleutuc are en redlugly
flue, aud one is illustrntt'tl herewith.
Governor íilM i, sf the show clam
In

round, flnoly Mat miovct
ami is
white flower with benntlful fluted
Although large, it la not nt nil
eoarw. ami thrr- - Is 110 tint "f nny
color either In the center or ut the
tip, of the M'1al.
Mr,, tlordou Abbott i, a very large
flower of the fancy clasa, meflKiiring
five nuil a half Inches across.
The
blossoms are solid ntid full of petals,
the color a deep golden yellow, striped
and blotched with bright, intense scarlet.
V. V. Rawson Is of the decorativo
ttaaat, n grareful and lieautlfully tinted
flower, white, overlaid with a faint

of a woman's life Is the name often
given to clunse of life.". Your
r

Imw intin-il- .

mwA

grow scantier until they stop. ' The
cnanKe mm mree or tour years, and
causes much pain anJ suffering.
wnun can, nowever, be cured, by
taking

N. M.

Attoruby at Law
Oflct ap stairs, old bank boildiittf.

OF
Woman's Refuge In Distress

MIIU'UERD
U. S. Commissioner

Notary Public

Alamotfordo,

N

It quickly relieves the) pain, nerv
ousness. Irritability, miserabkiness,
fainting, dizziness, hot and cold
flashes, weakness, tired feeling, etc.
Cardui will bring you safely through
tins
Judging period." and build
up your strength for the rest of your
life. Try It.
You can get It at all druggists in
tl .00 bottles.

M

JNO. W. TOMPSON

Lawyer
ana govoriitiipiii
Practica in an i m
Office: Sulto 3 ami 4
departmaatO.
First National l'.auk BMbr., Alamogordo

"EVERYTHING

1 ALAMOGORDO
OO

LUMBER CO.

Rigs, Hacks, Turnouts, Drayage. Transfer, Saddle horses, General Delivery and Feed Stables.

Manufacturers

Patronage of the Public Solicited.

Phone No. 4

LUMBER

I
T.

W. tl. Kldson,

Henry J. Anderson, Pres't.

.

Laths. Mine Props, Posts,
Poles, etc.
Ties and Timbers Treated.

Lane. Cashier.

i

The First National Bank

A. N. TIBBITS,

of Alamogordo, H. M.

Genera! Superintendent.

Surplus $10,000.00.

Capitol $25,000.00.

of

Sacramento
Mountain Pine
and Red Spruce

a

SHERRY

YKOM

McFate. Prop.

N.

DAHLIAS.

Fin.

& LAWSON

WHARTON

IN

torn. Flower, That Ara Lara, and

R. GILBERT,

I'HVSICIAN AND RCBGEOS.
MaaM Upatalra la the Gilbert Baildia,
rn. .no I J. Alaauv'i.l .. N. M

j k.

Transfer

ion.
NOVELTIES

DR.

6

as Alamo livery

Waldschmldt,

H.

C.

in all parts of the United States and Europe.
Special facilities for making collections.

Drafts turnisljed payable

BUT DEATH

suíTci ej," riles Virclnia kobsnn. (if l .ist- M. MJ., "uniil I tmik (lurJul. which cure J
r
me s' atiii klv it surrri-,emv
whn
aun i tnu.v i wm laitnf iL
I

E. C. WILSON
Attorney-at-la- w

I

DIRECTORS.
Win.

J Bryson,

"Henry

,1.

Anderson,
W.

office over First National Hank
Alaniogordo, H, M.

General Blacksmith.
Practical Horse Shaer.
Kinds of Repair Work Dono

....

Promptly. . . .
VEHICLES PAINTED and REPAIRED

Orndorff Hotel
....

Eldson.

Santa Rosalia Hot Springs

Contest Notice.

J. P. Saulsberry,
All

Jim. M. Wyatt

I'. M. Khomborn,

C. Meyer,

a

A

Chihauhua, Mexico,

tif the Inieriir, u, S. Land Office.
Las Cmces, N. M., June 3, l'"7
having- been
A RníDclent contest affidavit
ltd in tlii oftiiti OJ John Minns, contestant,
against hotneotead entry No. 3S(5 made Feb
uar , l'i'.i, for vc section 11, township id S..
Range 9 R., bv Petef Larson, contesstee In
which it is allayed tnal "That -- aid Larson has
whollv abandoned the said homestead : that
has never resided upon the .same; that no
mpro"venit"itN wlia'cver have been made upon
lie saiil lii'itH-ttsami in at tne sain.' is in ine
r Iff, sal cot diiioti and that Larson has not
eeea apon the laad for over 3 years past and
nil ins present uaresi is unKtiMwii: i nai
aid alleged aoMnca naa not oeen uue 10 ms
mplojrmanl in the Army Navy or Marine
Lorp of the United States. Said parties are
hereby notified to appear, respond and offer
vitlene t"iichitiLr iiii aiieiration at w ociock
W. S. Shepherd,
. in. un J ii v 24. I'07, before
17.
S. ComtnUMotier at A laniotfordo. N. M.
i that ÜnaHiearinir
will Im hold at 10 O "clock
in. Anirtit x IW, befora the Beglataf and
Receiver at the United Stale Land Office in
La- - duces, N. M.
1'he said contestant havmir. in a proper am
it, filed June 3. WW,' set forth facts which
-- how that after due diligence personal service
t
tuts notice can not be made it is hereby
rdere.1 and directed that such notice be ifiven
v due and proper publication.
Eugene Van Patten, Register
tt.
st ins.

(MIL BUI

CITIZENS
NEW

DAHLIA FIBEBUR8T.

very chArmlnK when
seen :it a little distance. It is a solid,
well built flower, yet not stiff
the
least, the petals exquisitely fluted and
resular in outline.
Mrs. SUiyvesant
Pish is very distinct in color, a rich, deep amber, and
Is of the decorative section. It Is very
larsie, perfect in form, the petals of
medium width ami graceful. It is a
medium grower, producing flowers
early In the season.
The North Shove is also of tilt; tleco-- I
rathe class, with petals broad at the
base, but pointed. The color is a rich
Contest Notice.
I'opantn ent of the Interior, U.S. Land office maroon with a distinct shade of scar
Las Cruces, N. M., June 3, 1907 let nt the tips of the petals.
A sufficient
contest afldavtl havlaal been
is one of the largest deco
Piad la tai, office by Ktce s, Tratoa. contest
ant. atrrtnit bomeatea, entry .Nn. wi. mmie rative dahlias in existence, with flow
Sept. Is. l'h'.t. for lie', aactioll I), township 1S, ers over einlit Inches across. The color
ttv Lemuel rt. itueues, cowtaaiaa,
Kanee s
in which it is allejied that "The Bald Lemuel is scarlet with a distinct orange shade

bhu"tiiit that

111

Transacts a general banking business in all its
branches. Loans money on the most favorable
terms. The bank executes all orders of its
patrons in the banking line. The patronage of
the public is respectfully solicited.
M. Denney, J. L. Lawson,
Ü. Bunting, Perry Kearney

Directors H.

J.

Iee, V. fc. Mitchell
and B Palmer.

O-

-

sutith of

mile
These Springs are tuatod about
of Mexico Citv on the main line of the

of Alamogordo, N. M.

Is

Mexico's FarT)Ous Hot SpriQgs ar)d
Healte Resort Now Open.

M- -

'

El

I'aso and

'.Mi

mirth

miles

R'y

MEXICAN CENTRAL

Over which Is operated the most modern and up to date train equipment. Pull-na- n
"Broiler" service, and all that makes for real comfort and enjoyment while

traveling.
The waters of these Springs have proven to be unexcelled for their curative
and health giving properties.
Fine hotel and bath service, and every attention and comfort afforded
those who visit SANTA ROSALIA HOT SPRINGS. Tickets good :10 days.

Tin-bur-

El Paso, Texas.
hotel is surrounded by
ranges, hot
All
das.

he,
buil
dngi

broad

water
etc., located outside of main
ng, making it at least 10 to 13
in
bs cooler than any other hotel
rs,

the
IT'.v

Passenger Elevator
ue llaths.
Klcctrlc Hells.
0 Rooms.
Hot and Cold Water.
Uooins Single and En Suite,
iw Is the time to secure
acconi
atloot in the best hotel in the
!. .vet.
conven
wlih all modern
es at reasonable rates, where vou
Keep Cool and happy.
f'HAS. & A. C. DeOBOFF,

Owners and Proprietors

YOl

IF

patented

Want

lands, relinquish
ments, city or su

burban property
at

bed-roc-

prices, see

k

. HUiihes
said trac: :
lias wholly
that lie has cliatiued his residence therefrom
For Apple Growers.
tor more than six mouths since niakiui,' said
nlry: and that said tract is not settled upon
Ascertain the varieties of fruits untl
and cultivated by said patty as required by
law and that said alleired absence front the produce wanted in the market desired
said land was HOtdflB lo h is employment in the to be patronized.
A nny. Natty or .Varine Corps of ttie United
Select such varieties of fruit as will
States." Said parties are hereby notitietl t.t
ppaar, raapoad aun offer evidence toooaiajf thrive best iu your climate ami soil.
o'clock a. m. oil July 24.
aid aüetíation at
riant litóse varieties liberally, work
H. U. Major. Probate Clerk Ulero
1907, bofo
ttty. at Ala
trordo. . .1-- and mat mini them thoroughly, grow them as well as
boarlng will be held at Itioclocka. ni.tm Autr.
they cm be grown.
... l'.'T, lielore tile Ke,fister and Receiver at ine
L'niled Blata, Land office in Las Cruces. N.M.
When crop is ready, grade carefully
The said contestant havintr. in a pper affand puck' properly to suit the respecidavit, tiled .tune J. l "iT. set forth facts which
show that aflerduedilliireuce personal service tive market and the nature of the prod
ul this notice can not be made, it is hereby-ordereand directed that such notice be ctveit net packed.
by due and proper publication.
Ship according; to the most approved
Eugene Van i'atten, Register.
methods and distribute intelligently.
1st Inst ts o7
Select in the market that .merchant
in whom you have confidence, who Is
Notic e Tor PablloaMoi.
financially responsible, who enjoys a
lfepartuietit of the Interior,
reputatiou for promptness and square
Land Office at Las Cruces. X. M.
May 24, 1907. dealing, who is able and has the faciliNOTICE IS HEREBY GI12EN THAT ties to handle your consignment to ad

H. STALCUP,

W.

Court house annex.

Office:

ins.

22.

The Spring Bedding Time.
When to plant in the spring depends
entirely on climate. Iu northern Illi
nois It is not safe to put out green
house stuff before May 20, and such
tender things as coleus and cannas not
before the 1st of June. Pansies and
daisies can usually be set out after
April . and In an early spring even
Verbena, ten week stock and
sooner.

19BT.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT

WILLIAM A. COE.
inof Alamogordo, N. M has filed notice of
claim
tention to make proof on his desert-lanan SC. S
No w. fur the s'j seV,' B
sw ', Sec 4 T, It. S. K. 'I E. before W. S. Shepherd, U. s. Commiaakmer atof Alamogordo,
1907.
N M . on August, the 24lh day
He names the following witnesses to prove
the complete irrigation and reclamation of

"'i

other half hardy kinds may be safely
planted the first week of May as a rule,
earlier or later according to the season.
Allow six Inches space for all the or
dinary small plants, such as panales
antl daisies, and twelve Inches for gera
niums and other plants of equal size.
Verbenas cau safely be planted six
teen Inches apart uud salvia eighteen
Cannas should
inches to two feet.
have a distance of two feet or more.
Garden.

said land :
Joseph Stillwell of Alamogordo, N.Jd.
"
Leslie J. Brooks of
Wfillaoj Karr of

A.J. Hack of
Eugene Van Patten, Register.
In .rrl Land, Final Troori
Nolle, fur Publication.

Women
.sufferers

Uuited States Land Office,
Las Cruces, N. M., Jone

Dl4

Special Rates of and
1

Reliable

Internacional
CIGARS

La

MANUFACTURED

BY

C. P. Berna, Oom'1, Agt., 51

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THXT

Pass'r. Traf.
7X.

J. BUCK

DON'T

.

yourself to be miserable.
Why suffer from Hovero lit
have fainting
muí hi fr..ifni. Your liver
needs attention. Try licrbine
the great liver regulator.
yVllDCC rnnetlnotlMI. RlllOUS"

Cness,

Chills and Fever and

uivcr wnujatwv
Mrs. E. C. Morrison, Houston , Texas, writes,: "I have
siitr..,-,,.wAnru ffilll KCtVCtV
ail

Ússineaa and
I roewftl
fainting, spoils.
,
1
i; .
i...
iiuititirt uiitu I iiii-and was completely curctl. i
headachoM,

use id

...

always.
-

PRICC 50c.

Ballard Snow Uttlnwat Co.
ST. LOUIS,

-

MISSOURI.

Sold

and Recommended by

. E. Warren

6

Bro.

Agt

Observation Cafe Gars
El

Paso and Alamogordo
On Trains 29 ai)d 30.

Office 'I'hone No. 4, Residence 'Phone No.

-

.

ii.

greatlv to the convenience and popularity of these splendid
trains

Adding

Connecting Closely

o Unioo Statiorj, El Paso,

With Trains For

Douglas, Bisbee, Tombstone, Nacozarl, Cananea

HOTEL ALAMOGORDO
$3.00 PER
SPECIAL RATES BY

JtE

Also

DAY.

For

Old Mexico and

WEEK OR MONTH.

California.

The High Standard of Service arjd Lquipment
of The

ALL OUTSIDE ROOMS.

Golden State Limited
Porter Meets

All

Trails.

Still

Sets the Pace for AH Transcontinental

TraiQS

Folders, rates, schedules and full information regarding any
furnished cheerfully on application to

E.

JACKSON-GALBRITH-FOXWOR-

(Incorporated January tat,

J. McCarthy,

Agent, Alamogordo,

V.
H. M.

Yards at the following places:
Alamoifordo, Capitán, Santa Koaa, Tncracarl. Logan and Estancia.
Teaaa Dajfaart, Cbanninjr and Stratford, also at Tcafaoma, Oklahoma.
We handle full Ihe ef Native lumber, Sash, Doors, Class, and all marc

Lumber Yards at all above mentioned poMs,
ta make first-claaid solicit your trade and tarantee courteous treataent.

Éo

WMCHE5TER I

ss

REPEATING SHOTGUNS
are strong shooters, strongly mads and
so inexpensive that you won't be afraid

YOU

Can Read this Paper
with; n)ucb Pleasure

At $1.50

Fifty-tw- o

Times.

to use one in any kind of weather.
They are madc io, 12 and 16 gauge.
A FAVORITE OF AMERICAN SPORTSMEN

Sold Everywhere.

trip

B. Stiles,
G. P. A.,
El Paso, Tax

1904)

New Mexico

rials that

P".

COMPANY.

TH

violating laws governing the same

-

Pass.

Serving meals a la carte, at reasonable prices, between

will be promptly dealt with.
V. B. Dudlcv, Pep. Came Warden.

Pruning Rules.
A writer In the Garden Magazine Is
authority for these common sense
pruning rules:
Methodist E. Church, South,
Prune regularly, not spasmodically.
Cor. 9th and Texas.
Study your trees; each one Is a new
Preaching Sunday at 11 a. in. and S problem in pruning.
Head in young trees; thin out old
Sundav school 0:45 a. m. Junior
p m
Koworth Lea'cue 3 p. m and Epworth trees.
Prune In early spring.
.eaguo ? p- in- Prayenneetlne Wednesmine, close; don't leave stubs.
daronie and worship with us. Visitors
Paint all large wounds.
and stranger welcome.
Kev. Jauie M. Wouldrldgo, 1'aeti.r.

SenM.

Mgr.

Undertaker.

Emblamer and Funeral Director and dealer in Funeral Supplies.

M

let

Paso, Texas.

Mexico City, Mexieo

Peonies.

The following list of twelve kinds of
LILA COF
for general
peonies was reported-Jje- st
Alamogoraó, N. M baa tiled notice of
claim cultivation by the peony committee of
to make prmif un los desert-lan!i
WÜ
VfH
So. m, for the lie', ne:
u . tl. Sheuherd, the Society of American Florists last
See I T, 16 S. K. ) E. before
un season.
U. S. Commiaaionei at Alaraogordo, K. M.,
24(b dav of Ao.ust. l'K7.
It is understood that the varieties
itnossís lo prove
He names the follnwtng
named will extend the season of flow
Hi
complete irrtgailun aim
ering from early to late. The first to
jo's'evtt stiiiiveiiof Alamogordo, It. M.
do
flower are P. tenuifolia, both single
Leslie J. Brooks of
do
William Karr of
and double; then comes the P. oflicina- BO
of
Back
A. J.
lls, or what is commonly termed the
Hegllr.
Patten.
Van
Euu'ne
"grandmother's peony," flowers very
dark crimson, also white. The others
Notice.
are Festiva Maxima.
Snmt rieonle in the vicinity con recommended
Alba, Mons. Jules Kile, Living
Pottsil
laws
game
violating
tinue to hunt,
ston Pelicatlssima, Itlcbardson's Itu- of the Territory. Our game must bra Superbn, Gigunthea. Couronuo
ami anv- one found d'Or, Louis Van Houtte, Delachli.
i.,
uv "efotetl.
"

Fare for

i. C. McDonald,

Murdoek,

W. D.

22, 1907.

A Dozen Good

-3

For Particulars call on or write to

.

EL PASO, TEXAS.

1-

Round Trip.

Bros.,

ihlberg

hen you have selected vour com
mission merchant, advise him regularly by letter or telegram of the ship
meat you propose making him.
Do not place your gjotls iu competi
tion with each other by dividing ship
ments in any market. W. L.
Before Southern Illinois Horticultural
Society.

Eugene Man Patten. Reaiatcr.

Desert Land, linal Proof,
Notice for Publication.
United States Land Office,
Las Ctuces. N. M.. June

Old

vantage.

FRANCISCO BERN AX
of Tutarosa. N. M.. has tiled notice of his intention to malte linal Fire year proof in supEntry No.
port of hi, claim, villí Homestead
r t lie Southeast, quarSS9ti made Nov 'I 901,
'I E.. and
ter Section 2. Township 6a15 S.. Ranee
V. S.
made before
that said tiroof will
Sh,pberd, It. s. Commiaaloner Alamogordo,
N. M. oil Julv 24, 1907.
He names the following witnesses to prove
his continuous residence upon, and cultivation
of, the Intnl. rial
Cesario Ilutan of Tularosa. N. M.
Bottltu Dnran "f
S. P. Clayton of
Cesario l'roveiicto of "
1st.

Smoke the

h went
I Carina,look
alter
Wednesday

W

Ath"

H

to

s'MÉm

WeddiK
Mann's.

r"V

good milch cm
F. Mrnger at Alamo
Real Lttate Loan & inscrraiuv v.
ornee.

fm Salí-TWultMm tita loirc
OÍA.
wo

,,,,.

to twti.mcr .ue

,, r'

u mi- -

IssMttaSlsMM
"Wiga- -

mother .mim
corporal.". -

Weak Kidneys

-

.
i
matters.
peiaseats uf suca liidebldn.-I r.
... .,, i,,., form
l.unforl 1). Krck ati'I
rnU'reJt
iii rifafe or saaaa "
sod p.w all or Mf
Klna tirace Beene terel
Fine Wall Paper at the Alamo- - t locuesbraoee M
, aitd
Mr Bullard". mother c, Nuali Mi
'levelaii'I was president.
When
of the propem. rights, privilege-tlu-hom- e
lirr
sick
at
very
liern
Momlar
Bnllanl, liat
llargin Store.
infriad
whether
jtordo
evening '
of
this
cornalina,
ri)aeblet
when thing' generally were
Ual .hiring the Week
at
f J,1K(, KJwtr, v. Mann. and
c...lred t ta MM ' "Sklng "fh ""
Sight or Day.
closing; clown,
carriage
euibrauee.
were
or thereafter to b secured
"piel,"lank
,
I.iic-a.
C. V.
pastor of tli
bu and sell shares l
and.
To
carriage
u
Call
a
L.
I have I milk gnats to sell.
ba
workmen,
Ham
off
turning
factories
Kpim-opa- l
bonds ot any corporation
ilmn-li- .
Mi n.odist
will erv mu Msut or riai tor drives, and aionga
and ate them at Lor i St and
and every Utly griiiiihling aUmt trip, etc Call l'hone 11U.
engaged lu busloe. ilmllar to that ol
tlitperformed
ceremony.
L.
nuptial
Itate.
Maryland Ave.
mm corporation
affair here and eUewliere. all of
-- lock
C'.r
Friok is first
.I lin
to
.. ..i i v
I
-i- ri.t ih.-- . anitil
.
r
.
rc'.'.uni'
arnocki i
ii
us frying for money. Mr.
hum rea w o. ... jo
I' I. letters l Weed TM here this Dr. I'. M
e
arrin(?toii of the
l,r- went to p..ratl...i .hall be one
h,r,
ihoudivided Into, tfii
.
:
if loo. non. dollars,
week looking int the provision- - "t ManiM- - Ho.pital
. of
look alter aome valuahle mining in- at Fort Stanton,
th oar value of Ten dol
not money we need hut tcrests down there.
the forestry reserve rule. Mr. Jet-le- r
"Its
iwr bar. The amount nt me rap
Wm a large owner of cattle. and Dr. arrington
ital stock wlib which the eorporation
more confidence."
the party from Fort Stanton to
.HI commence busine,. one hundred
Did the philosophy of that
I
ancl Lee I'ireen "t Weed J Alaniognrilti and witm
I will mall you free, to prove merit, thousand dollar.
the
J P Ia-w-í
U i That the names and
saying of Cleveland'? get well sample of my Br. Snoop' Restorative,
were here this week to learn mm
larrja(r,..
ss Beetle CUM
of the Incorporator, and the
-- oaked
into your Unmet?
Dysorpsia. The addree.
Book on
thing ol the particulars concerning
toy
and
of share sut scribed for by eaen
number
rhatta.iooga,
Ten.i.
After
of are as follow:
a man s rights inside the forest re- Isn't it a fact that today we Ilvurt. or The K.dneyj. Trouble
M .
.
the wedding dinner was enjoyed
H. C Thaver. Sr., Oronrande, X
are
mn-confidence more than we the Stomaeh. Heart or Kido-.need
lí.'.Mí
shares
at Hotel Alaiinigordo, and on
deeper
ailment.
merely symptoms of a
Frank W. Beach. Orogrande, X. M
Don't make the common error of treatthe newly married . do money?
Jas W Prude and a number oCI Tue-da- y
.harp.
main
you
Let
the
us
that
tell
n Vaaaaac OroL'rande. X. M . i
bvmutom treat-- ;
Inir svinutuina aalw.
other lamilies from the Agency are ,.1(Up(. w ent to Cloudcroft to
,
. .
camping on the Kiodoso in order to
,,. reason why m. u. Hirer is sell-- ! ment is treatitiL' the result of your ail- - jhare.
n
X. A. Beach. St. Soseph. Mo .1 share
1rlet .
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